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HESPERIA 79 (2OIO) 
Pages 253~3°3 

FISH LISTS IN THE 
WILDERNESS 
The Social and Economic 
History of a Boiotian Price 
Decree 

ABSTRACT 

This article presents a new text and detailed examination of an inscribed Hel- 
lenistic decree from the Boiotian town of Akraiphia (SEG XXXII 450) that 
consists chiefly of lists of fresh- and saltwater fish accompanied by prices. The 
text incorporates improved readings and restores the final eight lines of the 
document, omitted in previous editions. The discussion covers the arrange- 
ment of the text and the sources of the lists, one of which probably originated in 
a customhouse in the nearby port of Anthedon, as well as the larger social and 
economic context of the decree, which has been generally misunderstood. 

An enigmatic Hellenistic inscription on two stones from the Boiotian town 
of Akraiphia (SEG XXXII 450) consists chiefly of a long list offish names 

accompanied by numbers that are presumed to be prices.1 Although its 
importance has been recognized by some scholars, and the evidence it pro- 
vides lies at the heart of influential recent work on fishing and the ancient 

economy, the inscription nevertheless remains little studied and its wider 

implications largely unexplored. This maybe attributable in part to its origins 
in the murky waters of Hellenistic Boiotia, but it is also the case that many 
of the document's most important features have been misinterpreted. 

This réévaluation of the decree is divided into six sections. It begins 
with a review of the modern history of the inscription and a new edition 
of the text, which, apart from the short prescript, appears never to have 
been reexamined, in spite of deficiencies in the editto princeps, including the 
omission of the final eight lines. This reexamination leads in the following 
section to new conclusions about the composition of the document and its 

1. For Akraiphia, see Fossey 1988, 
pp. 265-275, with references; more re- 
cently Der neue Pauly 1, 1996, cols. 408- 
409, s.v. Akraiphia (P. Funke). Various 
forms of the name are attested in antiq- 
uity (ÄKpocupicc, ÄKpocicpia, ÄKpaicpiai, 
ÄKpaicpiov, ÄKpaiipviov, ÄKpaicpvia), 
giving rise to many transliterations. 

Once called Karditsa, the modern village 
has been officially renamed Aicpocíípviov. 

I would like to thank the 9th Epho- 
rate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiq- 
uities and especially the ephor, Vassilis 
Aravantinos, for granting me permis- 
sion to study and republish this in- 
scription. I am also indebted to Joshua 

Sosin and Kent Rigsby for their careful 
criticism of early drafts, to the anon- 
ymous Hesperia referees for valuable 
suggestions, and to Mark Landon and 
Molly Richardson for many improve- 
ments to the text. All translations and 
photographs are my own. 

© The American School of Classical Studies at Athens 
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254 EPHRAIM LYTLE 

arrangement on the stones. In the third and fourth sections I explore the 
origins of the two separate lists offish that appear in the document, and the 
relationship between those lists and the economies of Akraiphia and the 
neighboring port of Anthedon. In the fifth section I reexamine the prices 
recorded in the inscription and their implications for our understanding of 
the role offish in ancient food culture and the importance of marine fishing 
in the Greek economy. Finally, I argue that the social context of this price 
decree is more complex than previous discussions suggest. 

THE HISTORY AND TEXT OF THE 
INSCRIPTION 

In 1934 M. P. Guillon extracted a badly weathered limestone block from 
the superstructure of a modern well in the village of Karditsa, on the site 
of ancient Akraiphia. This stone, block B of the inscription, preserved 
traces of at least 41 lines of text recognizable as an alphabetic list offish 
names accompanied by acrophonic numerals. In his publication of the 
inscription, Michel Feyel managed to read the names of 17 fish, only six 
of which were accompanied by a wholly legible number.2 Nevertheless, 
he deduced that the inscription represented a list of maximum prices 
expressed in obols and chalks per mina, and he dated it, on the basis of 
lettering and dialect, to the early 2nd century b.c. The date is consistent 
with his interpretation of the list as a product of the political and social 
upheaval in Boiotia during this period, when, according to Polybios, the 
increasing power of demagogues forced the strategoi to enact popular 
decrees on behalf of the poor.3 

Feyel's publication attracted little attention. Rostovtzeff cited the "curi- 
ous inscription from Acraiphia" in two footnotes in his Social and Economic 
History of the Hellenistic World.4 D'Arcy Thompson and Léon Lacroix 
recognized the inscription's importance for the study of Greek fish names 
and published, simultaneously, short articles on the names that Feyel had 
managed to read.5 Otherwise, scholars largely ignored the inscription until 
1965, when Christian Llinas discovered in the village a second inscribed 
block, which also contained an alphabetical list of fish names with prices 
and apparently belonged to the same inscription. Claude Vatin eventually 
published the text of this new stone (block A), together with a revised 
edition of the text of the first (block B).6 Paul Roesch soon republished 
the prescript on block A (lines A.l-A.i.7), which contains the names of 
the magistrates responsible for the inscribing of the decree and a clause 
stipulating that the fishmongers employ certified weights.7 In only three 
full lines and four half- lines, Roesch corrected Vatin's text in nearly a half- 
dozen places, and his discussion did much to rectify "certaines inexactitudes 
sur les institutions d'Akraiphia et de la Béotie."8 

Surprisingly, no one appears ever to have reexamined block B or the 
better part of block A (lines A.i.8-42 and ii.4-42). Meanwhile, Vatin s pub- 
lication has worked its way to the center of a number of important discus- 
sions, ranging from the role of price controls in Classical and Hellenistic 
poleis to the nature and scale of ancient fisheries and their importance 

. 2. Feyel 1936, pp. 27-36. 
3. Feyel 1936, p. 36. 
4. Rostovtzeff 1941, vol. 3, p. 1369, 

n. 35, and p. 1615, n. 128. 
5. Thompson 1938; Lacroix 1938. 

Feyel hazarded a specific identification 
for fewer than a half-dozen of the 
named fish, not surprising given the 
notorious difficulties involved in 
matching ancient fish names with the 
species known to modern science. 
Feyel's task was further complicated 
by the fact that Thompsons A Glossary 
of Greek Fishes (1947) would not be 
published for another decade. Both 
Lacroix and Thompson were able to 
improve FeyeFs commentary, and 
Lacroix proposed a number of resto- 
rations (1938, pp. 55-56) that were 
subsequently confirmed. 

6. Vatin 1971 (= SEG XXXII 450). 
7. Roesch 1974 (= SEG XXXVIII 

377). 
8. Roesch 1974, p. 5. 
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FISH LISTS IN THE WILDERNESS 255 

Figure 1. Block B, Thebes Museum 

9. When I visited the Thebes Mu- 
seum on May 18, 2004, 1 found block B 
set on its side immediately behind the 
guard shack in the courtyard. I could 
not locate block A. I returned to the 
museum on May 22, where I met Yan- 
nis Kalliontzis, entrusted by the Greek 
Epigraphic Society with the task of 
compiling a catalogue of the museum s 
3,000 or more inscriptions. He had not 
seen block A. I can find no reference to 
anyone having seen it after Paul Roesch, 
who reported having examined it at the 
museum in 1972. The newly remodeled 
museum was scheduled to open in May 
2009 but as of May 2010, it remains 
closed. It is my hope that when the 
museum opens, block A will have 
resurfaced. 

10. Since I have been unable to 
examine block A, I have not attempted 
to improve the readings of A. 1-42 
published by Vatin and Roesch, apart 
from adjusting spacing, enclosing re- 
stored text in square brackets, indicat- 
ing numerals by means of a distinctive 
font, restoring ligatures at A.i.39, 
A.ii.7, and A.ii.22, and offering modest 
restorations or emendations at A.i.18 
and A.ii.12 (discussed below). 

to Greek economies. With these larger questions in mind, I received per- 
mission in 2004 to study the blocks in the Thebes Museum. Block A could 
not be located, but I was able to examine block B (Fig. 1) on a number 
of occasions.9 It became apparent that Vatin's text could be improved in 
many places. I also determined that an additional eight lines on block B, 
recorded by Feyel but omitted by Vatin from his edition, almost certainly 
belong to the same inscription. The restoration of these lines leads to very 
different conclusions about the arrangement of the text on the stones, the 
nature of the lists it contains, and the decree's larger social and economic 
context. I begin by presenting a revised text.10 

Thebes Museum, no inv. nos. (in 1936, block B had the provisional 
inventory number 10) 
Block A: H. 0.70, W. 0.65, Th. 0.18 m; L.H. 0.010-0.014 m. 
Block B: H. 0.74, max. W. 0.41, max. Th. 0.63 m; L.H. 0.010- 

0.016 m. 
Edd. Feyel 1936, pp. 27-36 (B.l-41); Vatin 1971 (A and B.l-33) 

[= SEGXXXH 450]; Roesch 1974 (A.l-7) [= SEGXXXVlll 377]. Photo- 
graphs: Vatin 1971, p. 96, fig. 1; p. 101, fig. 2; p. 103, fig. 3 (block A); Feyel 
1936, pl. 4 (block B). 

Bibliography: Lacroix 1938;Thompson 1938; Rostovtzeff 1941, vol. 3, 
p. 1369, n. 35, p. 1615, n. 128; Daly 1967, pp. 20-21; J. Robert and 
L. Robert, BullÉp 1972, 196; Etienne and Knoepfler 1976, p. 302, n. 133; 
Gallant 1985, pp. 39-42, appendix 2; Schaps 1987, 1988; Fossey 1988, 
p. 275; Curtis 1991, p. 170; Davidson 1997, p. 187; Magnetto 1997, p. 386, 
n. 3; Migeotte 1997, p. 49; Bresson 2000a, pp. 174-177; Rose 2000, pp. 518- 
519; Sosin 2004; Collin-Bouffier 2008, pp. 101-103, and appendixes 2 and 3, 
pp. 117-120; Mylona 2008, pp. 103-106. 
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EPHRAIM LYTLE 

ca. 225-175 b.c. BLOCK A 

xi) aycovapxi) x') en9 ApioxoK^EÎoç ap%ovxoç, 
Ajjavîocç ÀiovcruGÎco, àiktîoç Àiovcroaico, 

lapoK^eîç 'Eyxópjiao, èoxaXoKÒmicav xcx 8eSo[yjiéva] 
oimèp xco 0aÀ,axxf|co- Ko-uvcmpeiaxioç H 

5 xcbç ôè xò Bataxxxfiov Kouvòç Kocp%apíao TT 

tucoXíovxocç k(ùXï'iev Kavôcxpco 7iavxò[ç] H 

axa0|Liî[ç] Ko[9]apoîç- Kokkoúkcov HTTX 

Atapeiaxao [.]XX KopaKÍvcov [price] 
Ajiía[ç .]XX Ka?i?iicûvo')|icû [price] 

10 Ayváoco [price] AcxßpaKoc [jiéôôovoç?] [price] 
Äpmvco [. .]XX xco |iíovoç tco jívairico [price] 
AXXoTiiácov [price] Moúpco Kaxxò é7icx[vcû] 
Ar[  ] [price] M[e]À,avó[p]cov [price] 
A?iaK[  ]co KoGapco [.] n[.]cxpp[  ] [price] 

15 Av[.]kco[  ] [price] [  ] 
A[  -] [price] [  ] 
BoyyAxot[tco] [price] [  ] 
BocTÍôoç KoGapôcç [  ] 

Aßopcxxco T7XX [  ] 
20 Bopax[- - -] [price] Tivoßcxxco [- ? - price] 

BccTpáxco jiéôôovoç [.]TT Tívaç Kooapaç Hfl 

[  ]XX Tacpíôcov KTIX 

[  ] iKapfjvaç ÌHXX 

[  ] lKop7cíco jiéôôovoç [price] 
25 [  ] xco jLiva[iTico] [price] 

[  ] xco jiíovoç [price] 
[  ] [Oá]ypco xco jié[ôôovoç] [price] 
[  ] Ocx[y]pcov |ivair|cov [price] 
[  ] [xco] aUco [- ? - price] 

30 [.]AriN[  -] X[  ] 
[....]A[  -] [  ] 
[. . . .]TTAO[  ] [  ] 

[.]A[  ] XapaK[í]ao [price] 
[B]ejißpaoco[v] [price] X[  ] 

35 [Jakh  -] [---  ^ 
 ] 

róvypco xco [  ] [xco òcMuo 7t]avxòç 
^ 

[price] 
xco òjLKpáXco [price] [  ]ŒN[  ] 
xco âXXco [- ? - price] (¿vaç T7[  ] 

r^aßpicxo HT7X [  ]E[--   ] 
40 TaJuco piôSovoç [. .]X [  ]HMA[  ] 

'ivavf'm HXXX [  ] 
[  ] [  ] 
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BLOCK B 

'Epo-oBpco Jiíovoç [price] 
fE'|/8iTcE)[v] é7cá[vco] 
0pouxx[í]ôcov FIX 
0o')vvok8Ít[co xa>] 

5 o'mo[y]aoTpicû 1 1 XX 
xcoaXÀco I[.]X 
Gowvíôcov I XX 
MIxAxxç HJTX 
Koxxoixpco [.]T7X 

10 'IGodXíôcov HJIX 
1717101) pCO ! [- -] 

Fíornoç HTTX 
Kópioç vvv [price] 
KiGápco fxéôôovoç 

15 juvairico HJIX 
x& aXkto Tcavxòç [price] 
Kecrcpeîoç xéo jiéô(ô)ovo(; 
eí|Lii[|i]vociTicu I xco 
(líovoç HJTX 

20 AIMNHON 
BapaKco tô (ivaif|co [price] 
to ijiiiiLivaiTicû HTIX 
TÔv jiióvcov t&ç |xv[aç] [price] 
Aaßpi%co t6ò iivairjco [H]XX 

25 xcov jiióvcov xaç jivaç 
TíXvac 
Ilo'uKpiôcûv xaç fiv- 
aç H vac 
BaXA,8ic[  ] [price] 

30 Xockockoç 7cot)poc[|Li]cû FT 

'Eyxç^ioijoç jul8ÔÔo[voç] 
xav jULvav ITTX 
TAETE0NA[. .]AI[- - -] 
nXaxivi[  ] 

35 xàv 8^8vx[ep- -] 
jivav H xà[v - ]- 
vcov TTX vac 
xàv ôè 5a7i[ - ]- 
NEIIZMAÍSÍI[  ] 

40 QAlÑh[.]*AN[- - -] 
[- -  ]TT[ - ] 
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258 EPHRAIM LYTLE 

HTT indicates ligature. I give the readings of previous editors exactly 
as printed in their minuscule texts. A.I ap%ovxeç Vatin, ocp%ovxoç Roesch. 
A.3 'E7i%ópuao Vatin, 'Ey^ópuao Roesch; eoxocJioKcmeioav koct toc [  ] 
Vatin, èaxaÀOKÓ7C8iaav toc ôe8o[yjiéva] Roesch. A.i.4 ovnep Vatin, ovnép 
Roesch. A.i.7 oxocojiûç AIII[.]oiç Vatin, oxocoui^ç] Ko[0]ocpoîç- Roesch. 
A.i.9 Auíafc.] XX Vatin. Ä.i.ll [. .] XX Vatin. A.i.18 Baxíôoç ' KoGapaç 
[ ] Vatin. A.i.19 nXX Vatin. A.i.20 Bopcxx[co]?, Bopax[ 

' 
] Vatin. 

A.i.22 ] XX Vatin. A.i.38 xco aXXco [tcocvxoç] [price]?, xco aXkco [ ] 
Vatin. A.i.39 mx Vatin. A.ii.7 mx Vatin. A.ii.10 Acißpccicoc [ ] 
Vatin. A.ii.12 kÒcx xò ina [ ] Vatin. A.ii.20 Tivoßcxxco [icoGocpco] [price]?, 
Tivoßcxxco [ ] Vatin. A.ii.21 Hn Vatin. A.ii.22 mx Vatin. A.ii.29 [xò] 
àXX(ù [7cccvxòç] [price]?, [xco] ocXÀ,co [ ] Vatin. B.l ['E]po')0pco  
- - Feyel, 'EpouGpco uiovoç Vatin. B.2 *E'|/eix[cov  Feyel, 'Exj/eixcoM 
£7ioc[ Vatin. B.3 0pocixx vac cov I  Feyel, 0paixx[ . . ]cov IX Vatin. 
B.4 Oouvvcp  - - Feyel, 0owvokeìx[ Vatin. B.5 OYI1 . . AIITPÇIXX 
Feyel, o')7io[y]aaxpico IIXX Vatin. B.6 xco oXkaò I vac Feyel. B.7 Gowvíôcov 
IXX vac Feyel. B.8 (K?)íx^aç (i.e., (K})í%kaqy K omitted) inX vac Feyel, 
"l%kaq inXX Vatin. B.9 Koxxoúcpco inX Feyel, Vatin. B.10 'IGodMôcov nx 
vac Feyel, 'iGoiAiôcov MX Vatin. B.ll ircTioúpco  Feyel, 'innovpuN 
[ ] Vatin. B.12 Fícottoç I ... ? Feyel, IIIX Vatin. B.13 Kópioç vac...} Feyel, 
Kópioç [ ] Vatin. B.15 inX Feyel, Vatin. B.17 p.éS(ô)9[voç?] Feyel (i.e., 
|jiô(8)o[voç?], A omitted), jiéôovoç Vatin. B.18 ei|i[i]|uiv[a]ïr|co I ... ? Feyel, 
duxuvcuricû I[ ] Vatin. B.19 inX Feyel, Vatin. B.21 Bapáiccoxô jivairico 
... ? Feyel, BapaKco xcò jivairico [ ] Vatin. B.22 xco iuiuvairico .ITX. ? Feyel, 
xco ìjiijLivairico IIIX Vatin. B.23 xcov (iióvcov xaç jav(ôcç) . . ? Feyel, xcov uxóvcov I 
xaç jivaç Vatin. B.24 Aaßpi%co xco |ivaïf|co IX . ? Feyel, Aocßpixco xco uvocir|co [ 
Vatin. B.25 jnv(aç) Feyel. B.27 no')(p)píôcov (i.e., IloD(p)píôcov, lapis K) 
xaç nv(aç) Feyel. B.29 KA..EI  Feyel, BaUep [ ] Vatin. B.30 
XA . ocKoç  n  Feyel, Xockockoç TuODpatjiJco n Vatin. 
B.31 'Ey%é^io -  - Feyel, 'Eyxé^io')oç jjlçôôo[voç ] Vatin. B.32 
.AZir. .Nin. . ? Feyel, xaç M-iov[oç] mX Vatin. B.33 TAITE. .A. .Ail Feyel, 
raoxpijLicxpyaç [ ] Vatin. B.34 11AATINI. . . Feyel (i.e., two missing letters 
followed by an apex). B.35 TANEHENT Feyel. B.36 uvocv HTA Feyel. B.37 
NQNnX vac Feyel. B.38 xcxv ôè AAr Feyel. B.39 NEIEZM.NI Feyel. B.40 
ÍMINfíT. . . . Feyel. B.41  Il?)  Feyel. 

Translation 

"During the archonship of Aristokles, the agonarchs Aminias son of 

Dionysios, Dikaios son of Dionysios, and Hiarokleis son of Enchormas 
inscribed the things decreed concerning the produce of the sea. Let those 

selling seafood sell with certified weights: cuckoo wrasse for [.]XX chalks; 
bonito for [.]XX chalks; . . ." 

A complete translation is prevented by the text's poor state of preserva- 
tion, and would also involve the vexed problem of identifying ancient Greek 
fish names with species known to modern science. It is not my intention to 
deal with that problem here, although it will be obvious from the following 
discussion that Vatin's commentary is unreliable.11 Details aside, the nature 
of the list is clear: the prescript is followed by the names of perhaps 65 to 
70 saltwater fish and their prices, as well as a much shorter list containing 

11. Vatin (1971) fails even to make 
use of Thompson 1947, which could 
itself be significantly improved, as noted 
already by Georgacas (1978, p. 75). The 
first species in the list, àtapecxriç, offers 
an interesting example. It is clearly in 
the wrasse family (Labridae), but it is 
difficult to assign secure modern 
equivalents to the many Greek terms 
for wrasses, a problem complicated by 
competing descriptions and a host of 
synonyms in the early modern scientific 
literature. Vatin identifies this fish as 
Labrus ctnaedus, an obsolete designation 
by Lacépède ultimately derived, like the 
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FISH LISTS IN THE WILDERNESS 259 

the names of at least six freshwater fish and their prices, introduced under 
a separate heading in line B.20. All names are in the genitive and prices 
are apparently quoted per mina s weight. 

Most species would have been sold whole, but in the case of larger 
varieties, distinctions are sometimes made for various cuts, as, for example, 
in the entry for bluefin tuna (lines B.4-6): Oo')vvok£Ít[co tô] I o')7co[y]aaTpico 
IIXX I to äXkto I[.]X ("bluefin, for the belly meat, two obols, two chalks 
[per mina], for the rest one oboi, [.]X chalks [per mina]")-12 The list also 
sometimes specifies different prices for larger or smaller specimens of the 
same species, as in lines B. 17-19: Kecrcpeîoç ico |jiô(8)ovoç I £Íui[u]vourico I 
ico I jiíovoç HJTX ("gray mullet larger than a half-mina, one oboi [per mina], 
smaller than a half-mina, 11 chalks [per mina]"); similarly, lines B.21-23: 
BocpaKco to uvcuricû [price] I too iuxuvouricu HTIX I tcov jiiovcov xàq |iv[aç] 
[price] i^barakos of a minas weight [price], of a half-mina's weight 11 chalks, 
for a mina ofthose smaller [than a half-mina], [price] chalks"). 

A final, curious feature of the list is the fact that three of the names 
(lines A.i.14, A.i.18, and A.ii.21) are accompanied by the adjective KoBocpóç, 
which also occurs in the prescript (crcoc0|Ln)[ç] Ko[0]ocpoîç, line A.i.7), ap- 
parently to denote "certified" weights. Vatin suggests that in the list the 
word means "authentique" and is intended to distinguish certain fish from 
similar subspecies of a lesser value.13 This explanation has been rejected 
by a number of scholars and various alternative interpretations have been 
proposed.14 Context strongly suggests, however, that Vatin's explanation 
is essentially correct and that the word is used in a similar sense both in 
the prescript and in the list. At its first occurrence in the list, the text is 
too fragmentary to offer any help.15 The other two entries, however, for 

Labrus cynaedus of Linnaeus, from 
descriptions in Latin literature of a fish 
called cinaedus. Thompson (1947, 
pp. 10-11, s.v. àtapearnç) gives Lin- 
naeus's designation and proposes a 
number of other identifications as well, 
but the correct species is probably one 
not mentioned by Thompson at all. The 
assumption, based on its inclusion in 
the present list, that the fish had some 
commercial value, together with other 
evidence, including a statement by 
Apollodoros of Athens {apud Athen. 
281e; FGrHlAA F214) that cctapeaxcxi 
are on the whole orange but show 
patches of purple (tò uèv öXov Kippoei- 
Ôeíç, TiopqvupíÇovTeç 8è mra uva |iépr|), 
suggest that it is best identified with 
the cuckoo wrasse (Labrus mixtus). For 
more information on this species and 
those mentioned below, see FishBase, 
an online database with over 1,500 
collaborators and detailed entries for 
more than 30,000 species. 

12. 6oi)vvÓk£itoç can only refer to 
the bluefin (Thunnus thynnus). Unlike 
the blood-red flesh of the rest of the 
bluefin, the belly meat is white due to 

the high fat content. In the 19th cen- 
tury it was canned separately in Sicily 
and sold under a distinct label as ven- 
tresca. In Japan, where it is called toro 
and served raw, the belly meat is the 
most prized cut from a fish that can sell 
for astronomical sums (on January 5, 
2001, the Associated Press reported 
the sale of a 444-pound bluefin in 
Tokyo's Tsukiji fish market for a record 
$173,600). That the ancient Greeks 
shared a similar passion for bluefin 
belly meat is proved not only by the 
anomalously high price recorded here 
but by the quotations in Athenaios 
(7.302d-e and 357a) from authors 
praising this particular cut. 

13. Vatin 1971, p. 102, an explana- 
tion approved by J. Robert and L. Ro- 
bert (BullÉp 1972, 196). 

14. See most recently Collin-Bouff- 
ier 2008, pp. 101-102, n. 46. Roesch 
suggests that in the prescript the adjec- 
tive means "honest, accurate, verified" 
(1974, p. 8), but that it has an entirely 
different sense when used in the list of 
fish, where he notes that the term is ap- 
plied only to larger species and suggests 

that it means "cleaned" or "gutted," as 
it sometimes does in modern Greek 
(1974, p. 7, n. 14). In fact, Kotoocpóç 
is not attested in this sense in ancient 
Greek and, given the many large spe- 
cies that would have been sold in cuts 
but are unaccompanied in the text by 
any such qualification, it is hard to see 
why the adjective should be added 
only to these three entries. Sosin (2004, 
p. 193, n. 2), pointing out that weights 
and scales in fish markets might easily 
become encrusted, suggests that the 
law stipulates "clean weights" in order 
"to prevent artificially inflated weights 
and prices." The adjective KocBapóç does 
indeed commonly mean "clean," but 
heavier weights would not disadvantage 
the buyer and the question of why the 
adjective is used only with certain 
species remains. 

15. Vatin (1971, p. 104) identifies 
the fish in line A.i.14 (Ataxic[  ]co 
Koôocpû) [.]) with "tiXockocttîv, qui est 
un gros poisson de la familie du thon," 
but as Thompson observes (1947, 
p. 75y s.v. fi^aicaifiveç), it is impossible 
to hazard an identification. 
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ßocxic, skate (line A.i.18), and pivr|, angel shark (line A.ii.21), are telling, for 
there is comparative evidence to indicate that skate and angel shark were 
sometimes deliberately confused by fishmongers attempting to pass off one 
as the other.16 Occasionally too the list may have attempted to distinguish 
between species commonly referred to by the same name.17 

THE NATURE OF THE DOCUMENT AND ITS 
ARRANGEMENT ON THE STONES 

A list of names of sea fish, grouped alphabetically by initial letter and ac- 
companied by prices, begins in the left column of block A at line 8, con- 
tinuing down the left column and onto block B, which contains a single 
column of equal width aligned with the left column of A. The alphabetical 
list of marine species is interrupted at line B.20 by a nonalphabetical list of 
freshwater species; the list of sea fish then resumes at the top of the right 
column of block A. 

This arrangement is, in Vatin's assessment, "curiously chaotic."18 He 
attempts to explain it by proposing that the stonecutter simply appended 
the list of freshwater fish to the bottom of block B, perhaps at a later date. 
The original decree, he argues, was federal and concerned solely with the 
produce of the sea, and he supports this interpretation by identifying the 
archon Aristokles, named in line A.I, with a known archon of the Boi- 
otian League during the period from 224 to 210 b.c.19 The appended list 
of freshwater fish, he concludes, was a local addendum, necessitated by 
Akraiphia's proximity to Lake Kopaïs. 

As Roesch notes, however, there is little reason to identify the Aris- 
tokles named in this inscription with the federal archon known from other 
sources. There is no reference in the prescript to the Boiotian koinon, nor 

16. Angel shark (Squatina squatina) 
is, as Thompson notes (1947, p. 221), 
"the most skate-like of the Sharks." 
Alan Davidson (2002, p. 35) observes 
that it is customary in Mediterranean 
fish markets to find only the "wings" of 
skate offered for sale, and Devedjian 
(1926, p. 165) notes that in the Istanbul 
fish market in the early 20th century, it 
was not uncommon for fishmongers to 
try to pass off the "wings" of angel 
shark as skate. A good analogy is af- 
forded by the different varieties of 
dogfish. Faber (1883, p. 143) reports 
that in Adriatic markets the meat of the 
spiny dogfish was considered much 
superior to the others and the lesser 
varieties were often sold in their stead 
with the skin stripped off to deceive 
buyers. Dogfish are often sold in the 
same manner in modern Greek fish 
markets, and it is precisely this prac- 
tice that is attacked in a fragment of 

Archippos (23 K-A; Athen. 227a): 
AiyÚTCXlOÇ HlOCpCOTOCTOÇ TCOV Í%6')COV K(X- 

7rr|Xoç, / "Epuaioç, oç ßioci ôépcov pívocç 
yocXeoúç te rccoXeî / koci tovç taxßpocmc 
éviepeúcov, obç ÀiyoDciv fiuív ("The 
most shameless fishmonger is the 
Egyptian Hermaios, who strips the 
skin off of his angel shark and dogfish, 
and guts his sea bass, so they say"). 
A different interpretation of the pas- 
sage is proposed by Collin-Bouffier 
(2008, p. 98), who argues that Archip- 
pos is feigning horror at a necessary 
practice intended to prevent spoiling. 

17. In the entry for skate, where 
Vatin indicates a lacuna in line A.i.18, 
it is likely that none exists: the follow- 
ing lines, which would otherwise be 
alphabetically out of order, should 
belong to the same entry. If so, then 
the subheadings Äßopaxco TTXX and 
Bopórc[  ] may distinguish either 
between those sold whole and those 

sold with the "wings" removed, or, 
perhaps more likely, between two 
distinct types. In modern Mediterra- 
nean fish markets the flesh of the 
thornback is often considered superior 
to similar species (Davidson 2002, 
p. 35). Cf. LSJ, rev. suppl., s.v. aßopoc- 
toç: "(perh. = àpópatoç = àópatoç), 
kind offish." 

18. Vatin 1971, pp. 97-98. 
19. On the archon Aristokles, see 

Feyel 1942a, p. 44. Vatin (1971, p. 102) 
nevertheless recognizes that the àycov- 
ap%') (line A.I) seem to have been com- 
mon civic officials in Boiotia, equivalent 
to the agoranomoi found elsewhere in 
the Greek world, a view at least as old 
as Keramopoullos's publication of 
inscribed lists of officials from Thespiai 
(1931-1932, p. 28). The evidence is 
discussed by Roesch (1965, pp. 141- 
145). In this article I refer to the Akrai- 
phian àycovapXD simply as agoranomoi. 
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any other indication consistent with a federal decree. Aristokles is therefore 
more likely to be a local archon, as suggested already by Jeanne and Louis 
Robert, and again by Roland Etienne and Denis Knoepfler.20 Indeed, the 
fIapoKÀ,eíç 'Ey%ópu€co named in line A.3 as one of the three aycovocpxt), 
or local Akraiphian agoranomoiy is probably the same Hiarokleis son of 
Enchormas mentioned as an Akraiphian polemarch in an inscription that 
should date to ca. 210-203 b.c.21 Even if the two men are not one and 
the same, we can be confident that the present inscription is not a federal 
decree by the Boiotian League but a civic document produced by the polis 
of Akraiphia.22 The implications of this have not been fully appreciated. If 
the decree is civic, then it stands to reason that it was locally drafted, and 
its curious arrangement is impossible to explain as a consequence of a local 
list having been appended to a federal one.23 

After reexamining block B and visiting the site of Akraiphia, I am led 
to conclusions very different from Vatin's. First, there is good reason to 
believe that the entire inscription was executed by a single stonecutter in 
a single operation. The lettering of the two lists is indistinguishable, and 
the smoothly dressed margin to the left of the text on block B appears to 
correspond exactly to a similar margin visible in photographs of block A. 

Along the left edge of block B, however, is a curious feature that ap- 
pears to be lacking on block A: a ridge of hammer-dressed stone that stands 
markedly higher than the inscribed area (Fig. 1; the left side of the block 
is at the bottom). Feyel believed that this ridge would originally have been 
covered by another stone in some kind of construction.24 A visit to the site 
of Akraiphia suggests a different explanation, however: that the stonecutter 
fashioned a panel for the inscription in an already existing wall. The ridge 
of roughly dressed stone along the side of block B suggests that it once 
formed part of a quarry-faced wall.25 The remains of such walls, character- 
ized by blocks with level joints at the top and bottom but oblique and even 
irregular joints at the sides, are still visible around Akraiphia today (Fig. 2).26 
Block B shows surfaces consistent with its use in such a construction, being 

20. J. Robert and L. Robert, BullÉp 
1972, 196; Roesch 1974, p. 6; Etienne 
and Knoepfler 1976, p. 302, n. 133. 
These discussions are occasionally 
overlooked (e.g., in Schaps 1987). 

21. Perdrizet 1899, pp. 200-201, 
no. 8, lines 2-3: 'Iocpoictaíoç 'Ey%ó pi fioco. 
A different Hiarokleis appears in a list 
of Akraiphian ephebes that the editors 
suggest should be dated after the mid- 
dle of the 3rd century b.c. (IG VII 
2716, lines 16-17: 'Iocpoicta-îç Xccpul[í- 
Ôoco). A second Akraiphian Enchormas 
is attested in a list of recruits from the 
early 2nd century b.c. (Perdrizet 1899, 
pp. 195-196, no. 3, line 12: 'Eyxópuocç 
Äjx(piKpixco).The name Enchormas 
is extremely rare: see Bechtel 1917, 
pp. 149, 352. 

22. The inscription is obviously not 

an exact copy of a formal decree, but 
the regulations and prices inscribed by 
the Akraiphian agoranomoi may have 
been voted on by the assembly, as sug- 
gested by the phrase xa ôeôol/yuévoc], on 
which see Migeotte 1997, p. 49, n. 37; 
Bresson 2000a, p. 174, n. 103. 

23. Roesch (1974, p. 7) nevertheless 
follows Vatin's suggestion that the 
freshwater list was appended, perhaps 
at a later date, and that the original 
decree would have been concerned 
only with saltwater species. 

24. Feyel 1936, p. 27. 
25. This explanation I owe in part to 

discussions with Phil Sapirstein, who 
recognized block B as having belonged 
to a quarry-faced wall based solely on 
my photographs of the stone. 

26. Figure 2 shows the inner face of 

the acropolis fortification wall atop 
the hill known as Kriaria, immediately 
south of the modern village. The gate 
visible at the lower right enters a for- 
tified outwork explored in two brief 
excavations in 1965 (Garlan 1974). 
Parts of the wall climbing the northern 
slope of the acropolis are ashlar and 
pseudo-isodomic, becoming trapezoidal 
and irregular on the summit and con- 
tinuing to the southwest. The walls 
range in thickness from 2.7 to 3.0 m. 
Evidence of two distinct phases has 
been detected, with the regularly 
coursed sections perhaps constituting 
Hellenistic repairs to an original con- 
struction of the 4th century b.c. On the 
walls and their dating, see Garlan 1974, 
esp. pp. 106-112. 
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Figure 2. Fortification wall on the 
acropolis of Akraiphia 

carefully dressed with a point above and below but not on its sides. The 
published photographs of block A show only the front of the stone, but 
Vatin's measurements suggest that it was a kind of plaque set directly into 
the face of the wall. When inserting block A into the wall, the stonecutter 
was careful to cut a contiguous, approximately symmetrical panel in block B, 
directly below, in order to hold a single column of text aligned with the 
left column of block A. 

There were perhaps originally 42 lines of text on each block.27 Vatin 

prints the first 33 lines of block B, but eight additional lines (B. 34-41) 
appear on the stone (Fig. 3). These were recorded by Feyel but omitted by 
Vatin without explanation. The text of SEG XXXII 450 follows Vatin and 

subsequent scholars appear not to have noticed the absence of the final 
lines. Given that many letters in these lines are clearly legible, one can only 
assume that Vatin omitted them because he believed that they belonged to 
a separate document. In this he may have followed Feyel, who suggested 
in his commentary that the lines constitute the beginning of a second text, 
one that would have continued on an additional stone and was apparently 
concerned with the prices of other commodities.28 For Feyel, who knew 

nothing of block A and its prescript, the nature and arrangement of the lists 
remained a mystery. The only reasons he cites for suspecting the beginning 
of a new text at this point are the size of the lettering and the fact that he 
was unable to read any additional fish names. 

The letters in these eight lines are indeed considerably larger than those 
in the preceding lines (H. ca. 0.016 vs. ca. 0.011 m). Still, the lettering of 
the inscription is irregular overall. As Feyel had already observed, the letters 
in the heading AIMNHÍ1N, which introduces the list of freshwater species in 
line B.20, are also oversized and show the same increased spacing (Fig. 4). 
The initial lines on block A are apparently oversized as well.29 Size and 

spacing aside, however, the style of the lettering in lines B. 34-41 is to my 
eye indistinguishable from that of the preceding lines (Fig. 5).30 These lines 

27. In the text printed above, block 
B has only 41 lines. Feyel (1936, p. 28), 
however, reported traces of another line 
above the first numbered line in his 
edition. The surface of the stone at this 
point is worn nearly smooth and I 
could not make out any traces of letter- 
ing, but the space would permit an 
additional line. 

28. Feyel 1936, pp. 31, 34. 
29. Vatin (1971, p. 95) notes that 

the letters on block A are "plus hautes 
et plus larges dans la partie supérieure," 
and gives a range of 0.010-0.014 m for 
letter height. 

30. Among the distinctive features 
that appear in both groups of lines are 
FI with an abbreviated right hasta, Q 
suspended above the line, and identical 
serifs, especially pronounced in I, E, 
andQ. 
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Figure 3. Block B, detail of 
lines B.34-41 

Figure 4. Block B, detail of 
lines B.19-29 

Figure 5. Block B, detail of 
lines B.30-35 
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follow immediately after line 33, separated by no additional space, and they 
observe the same left margin. The larger lettering requires no explanation 
more complicated than an attempt to fill the remaining space in the panel, 
for which there are analogies in inscribed lists of Boiotian ephebes.31 

The content of the lines likewise suggests that they are part of the same 
document. The first four lines (B. 34-37) include what appear to be prices 
per mina, and the natural assumption is that these too are prices for fish. 
The first cluster of letters, I1AATINI, which is clearly visible on the stone, is 
not part of any known Greek word. Given that the preceding lines contain 
the names of freshwater fish, however, and that many of those names are 
likewise unattested, the letters can reasonably be interpreted as yet another 
fish name in the genitive, with the final iota suggesting either a genitive 
plural in -iôcov (an ending that appears frequently in the lists: cf. A.ii.22, 
B.3, B.7, B.10, and B.27) or one of the many diminutives attested as fish 
names (-iov, -íÔiov, -íokoç, etc.).32 

Although no known ancient fish name begins with the letters 7iA,octivi, 
the names nkàxa^ and 7iÀ,octíotockoç are both attested. The first seems to 
have referred specifically to a freshwater species.33 It is known only from 

Egypt, but in my view it is likely that the name, like many other Greek 
names applied to Nile fish, originally denoted a native Greek fish, and was 

only later transferred to an Egyptian species.34 The name rctamoTocicoç is 

31. E.g., SEG XXXVII 385 (Thes- 
piai, ca. 245-240 b.c.). 

32. Most of the names of freshwater 
fish recorded in these lines are unat- 
tested. BápocKoç (BapòcKco, line B.21) 
finds a parallel only in Hesychios 
(ßapoc%oc- íxooç 7coióç).The name 
taxßpi%oc (Aocßpi%co, line B.24) cannot 
correspond directly, as Thompson 
(1938) suggested, to the taxßpaC (Euro- 
pean sea bass, Dicentrarchus ¡abrax), 
which appears on block A (unknown 
to Thompson) in the list of saltwater 
species (taxßpocicoc, line A.ii.10). Thomp- 
son thought that ßapaKco in line B.21 
was to be taken together with Xiuvricov 
in the preceding line as a single alpha- 
betic entry for "the freshwater barakos" 
followed by another saltwater species, 
the A,ocßpixco in line B.24. This error 
is perpetuated, along with others, in 
Thompson 1947, p. 140, s.v. taxßpoc^. 
In insisting on Thompson s identifica- 
tion, Rose (2000, p. 518) is probably 
mistaken. The suffix -i%oç is diminu- 
tive, as Strömberg notes (1943, p. 35; 
for the many Greek fish names with 
diminutive suffixes, see his index, 
pp. 147-153), and the name refers in- 
stead to a freshwater fish similar either 
in appearance or habit to the sea bass. 
Stephanides (1943, p. 202) reported 
that a freshwater fish that he identified 

as barbel (Barbus barbus) was called in 
Thessaly taxupáia or TcotauotaxupaKo. 
The forms IloDKpíÔcov (line B.27) and 
XocKocKoç Troupo^ujco (line B.30) also 
correspond to no attested fish names. In 
line B.29, where I read BaUeic[  ], 
Vatirís BocÄAep [ ] finds a precise par- 
allel only in variant manuscript readings 
at Arist., Hist. An. 568b26 and 602b26. 
Even the common eel appears here in 
a unique dialect form ('EyXÇ^10V°Ç> 
line B.31). Finally, Vatins reading of 
rocGTpiuxxpYOcç in line B.33, while de- 
rived from a fairly common adjective 
and followed by LSJ, rev. suppl., s.v. 
yocGTpi|iapYoc, appears nowhere else 
as a fish name. This line, which Feyel 
read as TAITE. .A. .All and I read as 
TAITE0NA[. .]AZ[- - -], is perhaps not a 
separate fish name at all but a descrip- 
tor belonging to the entry for eels that 
begins in line B.31. The names for 
saltwater fish are, by comparison, well 
attested. I return to this difference 
below (p. 272). 

33. The name nXáxa^ is attested 
at Alexandria for a Nile fish also called 
Koponâvoç (Athen. 7.309a). Perhaps 
relevant too is TtXataidov, which 
occurs three times in a short account 
of foodstuffs from Oxyrhynchus 
{P.Oxy. VI 920, lines 3, 7, and 10, 
2nd-3rd century a.D.), and which the 

editors interpret as a diminutive of 
nXãia^. 

34. Thompson (1947, pp. 123-125, 
s.v. KopotKÎvoç) finds "fanciful" the 
Alexandrian etymology for nXàia^ 
which assumes a derivation from nXa- 
TÚç, and he suggests the possibility of 
an underlying Egyptian word. As noted 
by Robert (1963, pp. 154-155), Froeh- 
ner (1875, p. 29) suggests a likelier 
derivation in his discussion of a Lydian 
epitaph commemorating a certain 
Arccpùç AriuTiTpíoi) n^áxa^ (Le Bas and 
Waddington 1870, no. 662), whom he 
identifies not, following Buckler, as an 
Egyptian slave "beloved" (ànyvq) by 
Demetrios and named for the Nile fish 
nXàxa^y but rather as "Apphys, son of 
Demetrios, (called) Platax," the latter 
being a nickname, "Clapper," derived 
from the verb nXaxayÉw. Strömberg 
(1943, p. 75) independently proposed 
the same etymology for the name of 
the Nile fish. Chantraine (1977, p. 912, 
s.v. nXáxaQ follows Frisk (1970, p. 553) 
in dismissing this etymology on the 
grounds that there is no evidence that 
the KopocKÎvoç made a clapping noise. 
Still, the Greek name nXáxa^ might 
have been attached to the Nile Kopoc- 
KÎvoç for reasons unrelated to its orig- 
inal etymology. 
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attested as an alternative for nXáxa^, but was also used more widely to refer 
to a large variety of gray mullet.35 Sources of the 19th and early 20th cen- 
tury report that a species of freshwater fish in the carp family (Cyprinidae), 
present in the lakes of Thessaly just north of Boiotia, was locally called 
nXaxiToa.36 It would be rash to conclude that the modern name must be 
a direct survival of an ancient one, or that ntamvi[  ] in the present 
inscription refers to the same fish.37 Nevertheless, the possibility that it 
designates a species in the carp family suggests an interpretation of lines 
B. 34-37, which are otherwise impossible to construe. 

If ntamvi[  ] is in fact the name of a fish, then the following lines 
(B.35-37) seem to record prices for a mina ofthat fish, with a different price 
for each of two subcategories. In the first case (B.35-36) the letters ESENT 
are perhaps part of an adjective e^8vx[ep- -], with the meaning "gutted."38 
The second alternative (B. 3 6-3 7) would then presumably refer to whole 
fish. The distinction between whole and gutted fish is made nowhere else 

35. Athenaios (7.308f ) reports that 
Parmenon of Rhodes used the term 
nXaxiaxaycoc to refer to the Nile fish 
known as KopocKÎvoç or nXáxa^, but he 
also (3.118c) attributes to Dorion the 
statement that the largest of the uu>Aoi 
(gray mullet, on which see Thompson 
1947, pp. 161-162, s.v.) were some- 
times called TitaxTÍCTOtKoi as well. Over- 
looked by Strömberg, Thompson, 
Chantraine, Frisk, and others is a quo- 
tation in Diogenes Laertius's life of 
Plato (3.7) of three lines from a satirical 
poem by Timon of Phlious (fr. 30 Diels 
= Suppl. Hell. 804), in which Plato is 
punningly referred to as "the nXaxi- 
crcocKoç who led them all" (tcov tkxvtcov 
8' freixo 7ttaxTÍaT(XKoç).This appears to 
be the earliest attestation of the word 
and editors generally agree that the 
sense is "the largest of the mullets." 
Both Frisk and Chantraine acknowl- 
edge a possible connection with 
nXãxci£jnXaxãK'o' ', but neither can 
shed any light on the etymology of 
nXaxicxaKoq. Both reject Strömberg's 
suggestion (1943, p. 32) that it is 
derived from an unattested irregular 
superlative of nXaxvq (*nXáxicxoq)y 
which, in any case, would hardly 
explain the ending -ockoç. The word 
was also used to refer to the female 
genitalia, at least according to a gloss 
preserved in Hesychios (nXaxicxaKoq- 
(y')v)aiK8Îov aiÔoîov. Kai tyGûç rcoióç) 
and Photios (nXaxÍGxaKoq • to yuvoci- 
Keîov aiÔoîov). Strömberg (1943, p. 32) 
treats this as a metaphorical application 
of the fish name; Chantraine (1977, 
p. 912, s.v. nXáxaty appears to agree 

and suggests that the name might have 
evoked nXaxvq, although I suspect 
instead an allusion to the noteworthy 
fertility of the gray mullet. Perhaps 
relevant as well is nXccxiq, used by 
Dikaiopolis in hi. Ach. Yhl, apparently 
in the sense of "wife." (On the etymol- 
ogy of this word see Chantraine 1977, 
pp. 873-874, s.v. néXaq.) 

ób. Apostolides (1883, p. 3U; 190/, 
p. 23) identifies the species as Cyprinus 
kollarii Heckel, by which he clearly 
means the Crucian carp {Carassius 
carassius Linnaeus), a species smaller 
than the common carp, but neverthe- 
less commercially valuable, which 
flourishes in habitats ("shallow ponds, 
lakes rich in vegetation, and slow- 
moving rivers" 'FishBase, s.v. Carassius 
carassius]) similar to those that probably 
characterized the ancient Lake Kopaïs. 
Stephanides (1943, pp. 203, 206), 
however, was unable to find Crucian 
carp in the lakes and rivers of Thes- 
saly and Macedonia and thought that 
Apostolides had confused it with two 
other species in the same family, the 
roach (Rutilus rutilus) and the rudd 
(Scardinius erythrophthalmus). Among 
the local names recorded by Stepha- 
nides for these very similar species 
are nXaxixcay TitaxxÍKoc, and mpa- 
nXaxixca. The Crucian carp is now 
occasionally found in the lakes and 
streams of northern Greece, but while 
most scholars (e.g., Crivelli 1995) as- 
sume that it is a recent introduction, 
they do so "without any major infor- 
mation" (FishBase, s.v.). Economidis 
(1972-1973, pp. 469-470) notes that 

Apostolides' description seems to fit 
the Crucian carp better than either the 
roach or the rudd. 

37. It has been suggested that the 
Greek nXaxixca is borrowed directly 
from plotica, the Slavic name for the 
same or similar species (Miklosich 
1869, p. 553; further bibliography in 
Georgacas 1982, pp. 310, 373). There 
is no evidence to prove otherwise, but 
the supposed Slavic origin of modern 
Greek nouns in -ITE- remains a subject 
of much debate (see, e.g., Georgacas 
1982). 

38. Words beginning é^evx- are 
virtually unattested in Greek. Dioskou- 
rides (2.62) describes a gutted salaman- 
der by means of a participle of the verb 
é^eviepíÇofiai; in its only other appear- 
ance, also in Dioskourides (4.162), the 
verb describes the removal of pith from 
a plant. Archippos (fr. 23 K-A; Athen. 
227a) uses the verb éviepeúco to de- 
scribe a dishonest fishmonger who guts 
his sea bass (xoi)ç taxßpocKocc eviepeúcov). 
The adjective é^évxepoc is attested in a 
single entry in the lexicon of Hesychios: 
%cxÀá8oç • XiBcoôriç, è^évxepoç. This is 
immediately preceded by a very similar 
entry: %aXáÒzq- xà evcëpa, r' XiOcóôeiç. 
Both %aXáÒoq and xocXáÔeç are other- 
wise unattested, prompting Musurus to 
restore %oXáÔeç ("guts") and to delete 
ÀiBcoôeiç, which he suggested might 
have been introduced here from an 
earlier entry for %épaôoç ("rocky"). (For 
the text of Musurus I have had to rely 
on the apparatus criticus in Schmidt 
[1858-1868] 1965, vol. 4, p. 268.) 
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2Ó6 EPHRAIM LYTLE 

in the lists.39 This is hardly surprising, however, given that smaller fish 
were normally sold whole, as indeed they are in Greek fish markets today. 
Larger fish were sold by the cut, occasionally with distinctions in price for 
the choicer parts (as in A.i.36-38 and B.4-7). If the restoration e^evT[ep- -] 
is correct, it suggests that one variety offish regularly arrived at the market 
in two different conditions, an anomaly that may perhaps be provided by a 
modern parallel. Tccpocjuáç or kokkivo %aßiapi, the cured fish roe so com- 
mon in Greek mezes, was traditionally made from the roe of freshwater 

species in the carp family.40 If we assume that the Hellenistic inhabitants 
of Akraiphia made a similar product, then it is perhaps understandable why 
some fish would arrive whole and others gutted, the latter having already 
been stripped of their roe by fishermen or fish-farmers. 

Since partially processed fish carry more meat per mina than those 
delivered whole, such an interpretation would explain the difference in 

price. I can, however, find no Greek word meaning "whole" that will fit the 
lacuna in lines B.36-37.41 Perhaps the distinction was between a mina of 
those that had been gutted (females) and a mina of males, toc[v ápoéjlvcov. 
A possible parallel appears in a nearly contemporaneous papyrus document 
from the Egyptian Fayoum, which records orders for the dispatch of large 
quantities of fish, distinguishing in certain instances between male (xov 
apaevcc) and female.42 The distinction occurs only in shipments of Kecxpeóç, 
a name that refers to one or more species of gray mullet, historically the 
most important commercial fish in Egypt, in part because its roe was used 
to make the cured delicacy botargo.43 In ancient Greece cured-roe products 

39. It is possible, however, that cer- 
tain varieties of fish were processed in 
other ways (as in the case of skate, dis- 
cussed above, nn. 16 and 17, of which 
only the "wings" may have been offered 
for sale). 

40. Devedjian (1926, p. 219) re- 
ported that in the early 20th century, 
Turkish tarama was imported from 
across the Black Sea. It was extracted 
from taranga or taran, the roach (Ruti- 
lus ruti/us), which could be captured in 
huge quantities in the rivers of southern 
Russia. A similar red roe is now taken 
from a number of other Cyprinidae: see 
especially Georgacas 1978, pp. 146-148. 

41. As an alternative, one might 
suppress the first nu in line 37 and re- 
store, by analogy with lines A.i.38 and 
A.ii.29, lav é^evT[ep- -] I uvâv H tcx[v 
aMJI{v)a>v TTX ("a mina of gutted 
for six chalks, a mina of the others 
for five"). 

42. P.Tebt. ULI 701r2, lines 43-45 
(235 b.c.): Apxrcíuíoi %ocípeiv. mnpá- 
Kocuev 0óÀ,i tòv KeoTpécc I tòv év Totjii- 
eicoi tòv àixr|v mi apGevoc ïaov rcpòç I 
ïcov àv(cí) (oßotayuc 5), tov ôe ûrcep- 
7Ú7TcovTa ôcpoevot àv(ôt) (oßoAxnx; 4). 

("To Architimos, greetings. We have 
sold to Tholis the KeoTpeúç in the Tajni- 
eîov [perhaps "reservoir" rather than 
"storeroom"], with females and males 
equal for equal at five obols each, but 
the excess males at four obols each.") 

43. See Thompson 1947, pp. 108- 
110, s.v. KEGTpeúç. In his discussion of 
this document, Dumont (1977a) notes 
the identification of the fish, but does 
not attempt to explain the differences 
in sex and price. The editors of the 
papyrus acknowledge that the distinc- 
tion between the sexes is "strange," as is 
the fact that the excess males are sold at 
a lower price, suggesting that "perhaps 
they were to be used for stocking pur- 
poses, or the roe may have been re- 
garded as a delicacy" {P.Tebt III.l, 
p. 59). That delicacy was botargo, of 
which Hughes and Wasson (1947, 
p. 415) offer a concise description: 
"Botargo is salted, dried, and sold in the 
original lobes - often preserved with a 
coating of beeswax - and is a compact, 
reddish-black, nutritious mass in which 
the original eggs have lost their iden- 
tity." The production of botargo from 
gray mullet has a long history in Egypt 

(Edel 1961, pp. 211-218). Representa- 
tions of the process dating to the Old 
Kingdom depict each step in its prepa- 
ration, from the removal of the roe to 
its rinsing, pressing, and curing (Keimer 
1938-1939; Vandier 1969, pp. 643- 
648). The distinctions in sex and value 
recorded in the papyrus are neatly 
illustrated by the etymology of |i7tá(poc, 
a modern Greek word for the female 
of at least one species of gray mullet 
(Mugil cephalus). As Georgacas (1978, 
p. 173, n. 257) notes, this word is prob- 
ably derived from Italian paffa ("plump- 
ness") and explained by the fact that the 
mullet s ovaries, when ripe, might in- 
crease the weight of the fish by close to 
a third. Devedjian (1926, p. 196, n. 1) 
reports extracting a kilogram of roe 
from a single gray mullet weighing 
3.5 kg. Unlike the fish that arrived 
gutted in the market at Akraiphia, 
those referred to in the papyrus may 
have been delivered alive: Devedjian 
(1926, pp. 194-195), in describing how 
Turkish fishermen traditionally prepared 
botargo, notes that the roe extracted 
from live fish required less preparation 
and was considerably more prized. 
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are rarely attested as items of long-distance trade.44 Nevertheless, it is cer- 
tain that the Greeks knew of such products, and they were no doubt widely 
produced and consumed at the local level.45 Evidence for their produc- 
tion and consumption in Hellenistic Boiotia may well be hidden in lines 
B. 34-37, which might be speculatively restored as ntamvi[ôcov?] I xòcv 

è^8vx[épcov] I uvav H toc[v àpoé]lvcov TiX ("For carp(?), a mina of gutt[ed] 
for six chalks, a mina of [males] for five"). 

The final four lines of the inscription are even more problematic. Al- 

though lav ôé at the beginning of line B.38 makes it unlikely that these 
lines belong to a different decree, the particle ôé is found nowhere else in 
the lists and its appearance here seems to introduce a new clause. With 
the reading 8octi[  ] for Feyel's ÀAF at the end of the line, a restoration 

suggests itself: tocv ôè 8an[áva]'v eíç . . ., part of a common formula specify- 
ing the party who is to pay for the publication of the text.46 It is difficult, 
however, to see how such a clause can be restored using the surviving let- 
ters.47 Instead, the final clause may have been concerned with some other 

regulation of sales in the fish market. 
In conclusion, then, it seems likely that the entire inscription, including 

the final eight lines, was cut by a single stonecutter in a single operation. 
The necessity of cutting a somewhat asymmetrical panel in the face of 
an existing wall is all that is required to explain the "curiously chaotic" 

44. Thompson (1947, p. 112) 
thought it "curious" that he could find 
only a single ancient allusion to caviar 
or botargo. That allusion, a reference in 
Athenaios to xá tôv íxBúcov Kai tcov 
tapíxcov epa (3.121c), while clearly 
acknowledging that roe products could 
be made from a host of other fish, 
probably masks a discussion of botargo 
manufactured specifically from gray 
mullet. The passage as a whole appears 
to rely on the dietetic author Diphilos 
of Siphnos, with the reference to roe 
following directly on a comparison 
between the salted flesh of the Nile 
fish KopaKÎvoç and that of the [ivXXoq, 
another name for gray mullet. The 
importance of the cured roe of the 
latter may have prompted the discus- 
sion of roe in Diphilos. The word 
botargo itself probably derives from coo 
xapixov and related terms in later 
Greek (Hughes and Wasson 1947; 
Georgacas 1978, pp. 167-187). Caviar, 
in which the roe is salted after being 
removed from its membranes, was also 
probably known to the Greeks (Thomp- 
son 1947, p. 17; Robert 1962, p. 59), 
although when compared to other 
secondary products such as fish sauces 
or garum the lack of explicit evidence is 
curious. There is, for example, no price 
for cured roe in Diocletian's Price 

Edict, although garum appears with a 
price of 16 denarii per sextarium (3.6; 
Lauffer 1971, p. 103). Nevertheless, 
Byzantine sources prove that by the 
9th century, the caviar of sturgeon was 
considered a delicacy, and it may have 
been exploited and traded at least on a 
limited scale already in antiquity. One 
of the ancient names for sturgeon, 
àviamíoç, seems to have come to 
designate the secondary products of 
the same fish, which may indicate that 
its caviar was traded even as far as 
Egypt, where the term appears in 
Ptolemaic papyri (P. Cair. Zen. I 59121, 
lines 2 and 8 [256 b.c.]; IV 59681r, 
line 9 and 59682r, line 6 [3rd cen- 
tury b.c.]; P.London VII 2141, line 11 
[3rd century b.c.]; PSI V 535, line 35 
[3rd century b.c.]). 

45. Recent comparative evidence 
suggests that in most regions of main- 
land Greece cured roe could have 
been produced in only relatively small 
quantities. Figures reported by Geor- 
gacas (1978, pp. 248-250) indicate 
that in the 1970s the whole of Greece 
produced only a few thousand pounds 
annually. Panagiotopoulos (1916), 
however, records that in the early 
20th century, fishermen in the Mes- 
solonghi lagoon alone produced 
some 4,000 kg of botargo annually. 

In antiquity such a nutritionally 
valuable resource is unlikely to have 
been entirely despised. 

46. The term most commonly used 
for the cost of inscribing a decree is 
àvátaoutt (e.g., IG II2 1264, lines 24-27 
[300/299 b.c.]; IG XL 4 1039, lines 
14-16 [3rd century b.c.]), but ôarcávri 
is also attested (e.g., I.Mylasa 636, 
line 5). Feyel (1936, p. 31) acknowl- 
edged this possibility in his commen- 
tary, but also suggested ôau[ia]lv as a 
dialect form of Çr||iíav, which would 
have introduced the terms of punish- 
ment for sellers found in violation of 
the decree. The traces visible on the 
stone, however, agree better with pi 
than with mu, for the very bottom of 
what appears to be the right hasta of 
the pi (which here descends only to 
the midpoint of the line) is clearly 
visible. 

47. 1 can see no obvious way to con- 
strue the letter cluster NEIIIMANI, and 
the restoration tôcv ôè Ôarç[áva]lv eiç 
still leaves the enigmatic IMANI[  ] 
unexplained. Furthermore, the language 
in the prescript (tü aycovapxi) . . . eaxa- 
^oKÓTieiaav ia Ôeôofyuiva], lines A. 1-3) 
might be taken to imply that it was the 
agoranomoi who were responsible for 
inscribing the decree. 
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arrangement of the text. The stonecutter was given a single document 
that began with a prescript, followed by a long list of marine fish arranged 
alphabetically, then a second, shorter list of freshwater fish, and finally, 
at the bottom, a clause concluding the decree. He attempted to preserve 
something of the arrangement of the original document by inscribing the 
decree's final clause at the bottom of block B.This arrangement necessarily 
entailed interrupting the list of saltwater fish. Given these requirements, 
his solution was the best available. 

FISH LISTS AND TAX COLLECTION 

An important question remains: why does the decree, drafted locally and 
intended to regulate prices in the local fish market, contain two distinct lists 
that are organized very differently? The authors of the decree evidently did 
not compile their lists by observing the fish available in the local market, 
where freshwater fish were sold side-by-side with marine species. Had they 
done so, there would have been no reason to separate salt from fresh, or to 

alphabetize the former and not the latter. 
The arrangement of the text appears even more unusual when the 

Boiotian decree is compared with a roughly contemporary inscription 
from Delphi, which also consists of a list of fish names accompanied by 
prices.48 The stone is badly damaged and difficult to read, but enough of 
the text is preserved to indicate that the fish are named in no particular 
order.49 Furthermore, the Delphic inscription records different prices for 

larger and smaller fish of the same species, a distinction that seems to derive 
from the practical experience of fishmongers selling fish by weight in the 
local market: if it takes x number of a particular variety offish to make up 
a mina, the price is y, but if it takes more than x, the price is z (where z 
will obviously be somewhat less than y). This system is markedly differ- 
ent from the weight distinctions found in the inscription from Akraiphia, 
where, for example, fish are sometimes specified as "larger than a half-mina" 
(lines B. 17-18) or "smaller than a mina" (line B.23). The system employed 
at Delphi is only useful when selling fish a mina at a time, whereas that 

employed at Akraiphia would also be useful when selling fish in bulk, with 
the catch sorted both by species and by relative size. 

The presence in the Akraiphian document of two distinct lists, very 
differently arranged, is curious, and I propose a simple explanation: the two 
lists had different sources. The alphabetized roster of saltwater species was 

copied from a preexisting list, while the freshwater species, which preserve 
no trace of an alphabetical sequence, were perhaps compiled from scratch 
for the purposes of this decree. Where then did the agoranomoi find the 
first list, why is it alphabetically arranged, and why does it include only 
marine species? 

The list of saltwater fish, which originally included between 65 and 
70 names, certainly does not represent every locally available species. 
Nevertheless, as a catalogue of commercially valuable varieties (in which 
similar species are often subsumed under a single name), it is unusually 
thorough and would represent the inventory of a remarkably well- stocked 

48. Vatin 1966 [= SEG XXIII 326], 
dated by letter-forms to the 3rd cen- 
tury b.c.; discussed briefly by J. Robert 
and L. Robert in BullÉp 1967, 309. 
Unfortunately, I have not had the op- 
portunity to examine this inscription. 
Given the doubts voiced about many 
of Vatin s readings in other inscriptions 
from Delphi (see, e.g., BullÉp 1994, 
394), the text should perhaps be con- 
sidered less than certain. 

49. E.g., 7iepK[cov] appears in line 5, 
'|/ópcov in line 13, and GuvíÔcofv] in 
line 15, with [ép]i)0piva>v a not un- 
likely restoration in line 14. 
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FISH LISTS IN THE WILDERNESS 269 

fish market. By comparison, a 19th-century survey of Adriatic fisheries, 
which relied on detailed data and distinguished carefully between related 
species, reported that in 1878 more than a hundred different species of 
seafood were brought to market in the northeastern Adriatic.50 Consider- 
ably fewer species, of course, were available in the market of any given city 
over the course of a year: 38 in the village of Megline, for example, 54 in 
Ragusa and Lussinpiccolo, 55 in Zara, and 56 in Pola. Only the largest 
markets, such as those at Spalato, Trieste, and Rovigno, saw a variety of 
fish greater than or equal to the number recorded at Akraiphia (95, 78, 
and 70 species, respectively). Given that the list from Akraiphia probably 
includes some closely related species under a single common name, it is 
possible that the ancient fish markets of Boiotia may have been as diverse 
as the richest 19th-century Adriatic markets. 

No such data are available for Greek fish markets of the late 19th or 
early 20th centuries. The first reasonably reliable catalogue of Greek fish, 
published by Nicolas Apostolides in 1883, is not limited to commercial or 
marine fish and is drawn from information gathered from different parts of 
the country.51 A few years later, Horace Hoffman and David Starr Jordan 
produced a catalogue that relied in part on species collected in Athenian fish 
markets.52 The list includes 216 species, not all of which are commercially 
viable or commonly considered edible. Hoffman's notes indicate that he 
was able to collect only 82 species, and it is not certain that all of these were 
found in Athenian fish markets; moreover, a number are primarily freshwa- 
ter species, and modern Greek fish-market vernacular does not recognize all 
of them as distinct varieties.53 Since some of the species Hoffman collected 
were unknown to Apostolides, it is safe to assume that Hoffman includes 
fish that would have appeared only rarely in the market.54 Nevertheless, it 
remains possible that in the 1890s Athenian fish markets demonstrated a 
diversity comparable to that of the larger Adriatic markets.55 

Given the anecdotal evidence preserved in Attic comedy, which 
is filled with references to a dizzying array of seafood, it would not be 

50. Faber 1883, o. 141. 
51. Apostolides 1883, pp. 5-35. 
52. Hoffman and Jordan 1892. 
53. It is unclear where Hoffman 

obtained some nonfood fish, such as 
the abóyala ("little sea horse") (Hoff- 
man and Jordan 1892, pp. 249-250). 
His collection also included the com- 
mon eel (pp. 244-245) y which was no 
doubt available in Athenian markets 
but probably captured in fresh water, 
as it was at Akraiphia. Gymnothorax 
unicolor and Muraena helena, two simi- 
lar species in the family Muraenidae, 
were, according to Hoffman (pp. 247- 
248), sold in the market under the same 
modern Greek name, GU£pva. Both may 
have been sold at Akraiphia as Moûpoç 
(line A.ii.12), although the sources 
suggest that in antiquity the species 

were sometimes distinguished (see 
Thompson 1947, pp. 162-166, s.v. 
u-üpocivcc and uupoç), and it is possible 
that we should read Eux>pf|vocç for 
Vatin's otherwise unattested Imprivaç 
in line A.ii.23. The same tendency to 
refer to different varieties offish by a 
single name is seen in the treatment of 
closely related species of the family 
Atherinidae (Hoffman and Jordan 1892, 
pp. 252-253), all simply àGepívoc in 
19th-century Greek, as well as many 
species of Mugilidae (pp. 250-252), 
Sparidae (pp. 261-268), and Pleuronec- 
tidae (pp. 277-278). Of the species 
Pomatomus saltatrix, Hoffman likewise 
notes (pp. 258, 271) that the fishmon- 
gers "probably did not distinguish it 
from Lichia amia!'' 

54. E.g., Hoffman and Jordan 1892, 

pp. 246, 248, 253, 257, 258, 261, 265, 
274, 276. Given the state of ichthyol- 
ogy in the 19th century, it is almost 
certain that some of these identifica- 

. tions are in error. 
55. The central fish market in 

Athens still offers a window into what 
J. Davidson, in the title of his 1997 
study, called one of the "consuming 
passions" of the Athenians. Much of 
the local diversity has disappeared, 
however, and overfishing continues to 
take a toll. Newspaper accounts pub- 
lished in the wake of a Greenpeace 
study of the Greek trade in illegal and 
undersized fish note that even formerly 
abundant species are disappearing (in 
English see, e.g., Kathimerini [Athens], 
Sept. 16, 2005, p. 1; Athens News, Sept. 
23, 2005, p. 3). 
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surprising to discover an inscribed list in the Athenian Agora that is simi- 
larly comprehensive.56 That such a list survives not from a regional urban 
center like Athens but from a largely undistinguished town in Boiotia is, 
however, unexpected. If it can be taken as evidence of the ready availability of 
such a wide variety of seafood in Akraiphia, it would suggest, as Rostovtzeff 
recognized, that the ancient trade in fresh fish was far better organized and 
conducted on a larger scale than one might otherwise imagine.57 

The origin and alphabetical arrangement of this list of saltwater fish 
remain to be addressed. There is no reason to believe that such a list could 
have been taken from a literary or encyclopedic text. Alphabetical cata- 

logues of fish names do not appear in the literary record before the time 
of Augustus.58 The list from Akraiphia bears little resemblance to any of 
these, and to argue for a literary origin would require positing the existence 
of a lost alphabetical glossary offish names that excluded freshwater spe- 
cies and was compiled at a date well before the earliest surviving evidence 
for such a work. Other lists of fish certainly existed, in didactic or comic 
poetry and in scientific and medical works, but none of these are likely to 
have been arranged alphabetically. Instead, the arrangement would have 
been rooted in the daily practice of fishermen, who arranged species into 
broad classes (fish, crustaceans, mollusks), and then into smaller groups 
on the basis of the habitat in which they were captured. Such an arrange- 
ment is found already in the Hippocratic corpus and in Aristotle, and as 
late as the 2nd century A.D. it was still preferred by Oppian, who included 
in the first book of the Halieutika a lengthy catalogue of sea fish arranged 
by habitat: the sandy, muddy, and marshy shores, the rocky places, and the 

open sea.59 

56. A generous collection of comic 
passages devoted to fish can be found 
in books 7 and 8 of Athenaios. The 
central ancient Athenian fish market 
may have been located near the Stoa 
Poikile on the northern side of the 
Agora (cf. Alkiphron 1.3). The Agora 
excavations have recently expanded in 
that area, raising the possibility that 
direct evidence for the market may 
eventually be discovered. 

57. Rostovtzeff 1941, vol. 3, p. 1615, 
n. 128. 

58. For a brief discussion of the 
evidence for such lists, see Richmond 
1973, pp. 74-75. The earliest surviving 
example appears in a short treatise, 
riepi TTÎç arcò xcov èvúÔpcov Tpocpfjç, by 
an obscure medical writer, Xenokrates 
of Aphrodisias (Ideler [1841] 1965, 
pp. 122-133). Datable references in his 
work place Xenokrates no earlier than 
the late 1st century b.c., and perhaps 
somewhat later (Wellman 1907). His 
list of species is only partly alphabetical, 

but an alphabetically arranged list 
sharing many peculiar features with 
that of Xenokrates appears in Pliny, 
HN32.145-151. Another alphabetical 
catalogue, augmented by literary cita- 
tions, is found in Athenaios (7.282- 
330). Fish lists that appear in bilingual 
glossaries constitute a separate category. 
Such lists survive in a number of medi- 
eval manuscripts: see, e.g., Goetz 1892, 
pp. 16, 88, 186, 256, 317; Papendick 
1926. Early predecessors of these glos- 
saries are preserved in papyri: P.Oxy. 
XXXIII 2660 and 2666(a) (lst-2nd 
century a.D.); SBXLV 12137 (second 
half of the 2nd century A.D.). 

59. The second book of the Hippo- 
cratic Ilepi Aiocírriç, usually dated to the 
5th century b.c. and often ascribed to 
Hippokrates' teacher, Herodikos of 
Selymbria, discusses the healthful 
properties of various foods, including 
seafood (2.58). The fish are clearly 
grouped by habitat: oi rceipaioi, the 
rock-fish; oi TtXavfJTai, the "wandering," 

i.e., pelagic or open-water species; 0001 
Ô' £V TOÎGI 7lT|XcbÔ8Gl Kal ÙôpTlXoiOl 

Xcopíoiai xòcç xpocpàç £%oi)aiv, the fish 
of muddy and marshy shores; and oi 
TroxajLiioi Kai Àauvaîoi, the fish of rivers 
and lakes. Aristotle still finds room in 
his scientific investigations to group 
various fish by habitat (see, e.g., Hist. 
An. 7.598a), but the popular tradition 
is preserved most clearly in Oppian's 
Halieutika. Oppians catalogue begins 
with the species that prefer sandy, 
muddy, and marshy shores (1.95-121), 
then lists those found in many varie- 
ties of rocky habitat (1.122-178), 
before turning finally to the pelagic 
species (oi 8' èv auetpfiioiaiv ocA,t|v 
neXáyeGcxv ë%oi)oi, 1.179). Traces of 
these categories can be found in many 

• other texts, including, e.g., the treatise 
by Xenokrates of Aphrodisias (see 
n. 58, above) and a fragment of Anti- 
phanes (fr. 127 K-A; Athen. 7.303f) 
that ridicules a rustic for eating only the 
kind of seafood found close to shore. 
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All of these habitats are represented by the fish recorded in the inscrip- 
tion from Akraiphia, suggesting the existence of a well-developed fishing 
industry capable of exploiting a broad range of marine ecosystems. This 
conclusion is precisely the opposite ofthat drawn by Thomas Gallant, who 
in an influential study published in 1985 treated marine fishing in ancient 
Greece as no more than a risk-management strategy.60 In Gallant's work, 
Rostovtzeff 's portrait of fisheries as a vibrant and vital sector of the Greek 
economy is replaced by a minimalist view of a resource that, like other "wild 

gathered plants and animals," would have been exploited chiefly in response 
to periodic dearths, and "could only have played a marginal, supplementary 
role."61 Gallant's fishermen are simply peasant farmers occasionally trying 
to scare up an extra bit of protein, without, it would appear, much success: 
"far too often the solitary fisherman with his reed pole would return home 
with an empty creel."62 

Gallant cites the relative abundance of demersal versus pelagic species 
in the inscription from Akraiphia as evidence for his claim that ancient 
Mediterranean fisheries would have been largely shore-based and there- 
fore extremely limited in scale.63 In fact, however, the ratio of pelagic to 
demersal species listed in the inscription closely mirrors the ratios recorded 
for the 19th-century Adriatic region. In other words, the evidence of the 

inscription reflects ecological realities rather than ancient technological 
deficiencies. 

A number of Gallant's specific claims about the technological limita- 
tions of ancient fishing are similarly unreliable, including the argument 
that nets were only employed in shore-based fisheries.64 Aegean fishermen 
not only fished the reefs and beaches but ventured from shore in seawor- 
thy boats, employing fixed and drifting nets, dragnets, and a bewilder- 
ing array of specialized lines, hooks, and traps, and they did so not as a 
subsistence strategy or in response to periodic dearth but because with 
skill and toil they could earn a profit by selling their catch in increasingly 
monetized markets.65 Here the evidence from the Hellenistic Aegean 
stands in stark contrast to comparative evidence from the peasant economy 
of Malay fishermen introduced by Gallant,66 and to archaeological and 

60. Gallant 1985; summarized in 
Gallant 1991, pp. 120-121. 

61. Gallant 1991, p. 121. 
62. Gallant 1991, p. 121. Ancient 

sources, however, agree with a number 
of modern ethnographic studies in 
suggesting a relatively clear distinction 
between farmers or part-time agricul- 
tural laborers and fisherman: see 
Mylona 2008, pp. 67-69. 

63. Gallant 1985, p. 25. 
64. Gallant 1985, pp. 24-25; for the 

weakness ofthat argument, see, e.g., 
Purcell 1995, p. 149, n. 12; Bekker- 
Nielsen 2002b. 

65. The diversity of specialized 
equipment used by Greek fishermen is 

acknowledged in a Hellenistic epigram 
attributed to Leónidas of Tarentum 
{Anth. Pal 6.4; Gow and Page 1965, 
p. 124, no. 52): 

t EùmuTrèç f ayKioxpov Kai 8oú- 
vam ôoi)Ài%óevxa / %cbpfiif|v Kai xàç 
íxOuÔókouç G7TupíÔaç / Kai xoûxov 
vT|KToîaiv £7i ' i%9iL)(n T8%vaa6évxa / 
KÚpxov, àXinXájKTOiv evpejaa oiKxußo- 
taov, / Tpr|%úv xe xpióÔovxa, noaeiôacó- 
viov eyxoç, / Kai xoùç è^ ócKaxcov ôi%6a- 
Ôíouç épéxaç / ó yputeuç Aióípavxoç 
àvaKxopi 6r|KaTo xé^vaç, / á>ç Géuiç, 
àp%aíaç ̂eí'|/ava xe^voaúvaç. 

"Well-bent hook and long poles and 
line, and his fish-carrying baskets, and 
this trap devised against the swimming 

fish, the device of the seafaring net- 
fishermen, and his sharp harpoon, the 
spear of Poseidon, and the twin oars 
from his boats, these, the remains of a 
long practice, the fisherman Diophan- 
tos dedicates, as is fitting, to the lord of 
his craft." 

See, z.g.yAnth. Pal. 6.5, 6.23, 6.28, 
6.90, and the similar funerary epigrams 
7.295 and 7.305. On the relationship 
between trade, monetized markets, and 
ancient fishing economies, see Lytle, 
forthcoming, and pp. 295-296, below. 

66. See Gallant 1985, p. 12 and 
passim; relying on Firth 1966; Fraser 
1960, 1966. 
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ethnographic evidence for technologically more primitive fisheries in 
Peru and the Sahara.67 

In my view, the importance of ancient Greek fishing communities 
and the advances in knowledge and technology that they produced tend 
to be under- rather than overestimated by most ancient historians. For 

example, while Bintliff 's theory that the development of Aegean maritime 
culture had its roots in the "transmerance" of prehistoric Greek fishermen 
has been criticized, it remains the case that the close relationship between 
fishermen and the sea probably played an important role in the develop- 
ment and extension of Aegean trade.68 This relationship is hinted at by 
the discovery in many ancient shipwrecks of fishing tackle through which 
the crews supplemented their diet.69 It may be reflected even in the lists 
offish from Akraiphia, where the contrast between the saltwater species, 
which are generally well attested, and the freshwater species, most of which 
are not otherwise known, could be a consequence of the greater mobility 
of marine fishermen.70 

The wide variety of marine species recorded in the inscription from 

Akraiphia points to a well-developed fishing economy. The alphabetical 
arrangement of the list, however, is not derived from popular tradition 
nor from any known literary source. The most likely explanation for the 

arrangement had already occurred to Feyel, who, in his discussion of the 

purpose of the inscription, suggested two possibilities: that the numbers 
listed next to the fish represent either the maximum price to be paid or 
the tax to be assessed per mina for each species. He rejected the second 

67. In Peru, at Cerro Azul, a site 
annexed in the 15th century by the 
pre-Incan kingdom of Huarco, a spe- 
cialized economy seems to have devel- 
oped at an early date, with fishermen 
catching and preserving large quantities 
of fish that were then carried to the 
interior by llama caravan. The richness 
of the region's fisheries allowed this 
early industry to develop without par- 
allel advances in shipbuilding, which 
remained remarkably primitive. The 
strictly coastal nature of these fisheries 
is reflected in the fish bones from the 
site and in the grave goods of the 
fishermen, which typically consist of 
two different nets, both shore-based, 
but suitable for different habitats. Local 
coastal fishermen still employ the same 
nets and classify the available species by 
habitat, recognizing three types: peña, 
costa, and playa (rocky coast, sandy 
beach, and stony beach). See Marcus 
1987a, 1987b; Marcus, Sommer, and 
Glew 1999. Like their counterparts at 
Cerro Azul, the nomadic fishermen of 
the western Sahara and the prehistoric 
Canary Islanders traditionally harvested 

fish and shellfish exclusively from the 
shore: see Serra Rafols 1957; Antho- 
nioz 1967, 1968; Mercer 1976, 
pp. 174-177; 1980, pp. 120-121. 

68. Bintliff 1977, pp. 117-122; 
criticized by, e.g., Efstratiou (1985, 
p. 7); Jameson, Runnels, and van Andel 
(1994, pp. 314-315); and Powell (1996, 
p. 54), although the latter acknowledges 
the likely historical relationship be- 
tween fishing and trade. 

69. Parker (1992, p. 29) reports the 
presence of fishing tackle in at least 
29 ancient wrecks, and concludes that 
"fishing was obviously a normal activity 
on board." A similar conclusion is 
supported by an Archaic ivory plaque 
from the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia 
at Sparta, which depicts a crew mem- 
ber on a large sailing vessel hauling 
a fish over the stern (Dawkins 1929, 
pp. 214-215, pls. 109, 110). We now 
know that Mediterranean trading 
vessels often employed direct sailing 
routes from an early date (see, e.g., 
Ballard et al. 2002), and it is easy to 
imagine how their knowledge of in- 
shore fishermen might have expanded 

to include pelagic species and their 
open-water habitats. Although its date 
is medieval, the fishing vessel ("Skerki 
A") found among the wrecks of cargo 
ships on the Skerki Banks between 
Sicily and Tunisia is suggestive; see Bal- 
lard et al. 2000, pp. 1596, 1598, fig. 4. 
The fact that in antiquity most fishing 
in the Aegean took place within a few 
miles of the coast, as indeed it still does 
today, is likely due as much to ecology 
as to technology: the Mediterranean is 
relatively barren below a depth of 250 
m and the coastal shelves in the Aegean 
are relatively steep. 

70. In an interesting discussion of 
ancient fish names, Mylona (2008, 
pp. 69-70) notes this gap in our evi- 
dence for freshwater species. The 
mobility of marine fishermen is also 
likely to have been a factor in the 
widespread use of saltwater fish names 
with origins that are, in Thompson s 
estimation (1947, p. 79), "non-Hellenic, 
like much else of the vocabulary of the 
Greek fishermen." (Cf. also the remarks 
in Thompson 1936, p. v.) 
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possibility, both because the sums seemed too high to be taxes and because 
there was no evidence that Akraiphia controlled a seaport in the late 3rd or 
early 2nd century b.c.71 Of course, nothing prevented an inland city from 
imposing a local tax on imported fish, but the parallels suggest that such a 
tax is unlikely to have been assessed per species and per mina, which would 
have required officials to unpack, identify, and weigh the fish, and then to 
calculate the specific sum owed. Papyrus documents indicate that, in the 
Roman period at least, import duties of this sort were instead normally 
assessed as a flat rate per donkey- or camel-load.72 

In a seaport, on the other hand, where fish arriving at the dock were 
sorted and weighed, there is no reason why a tax should not be assessed per 
mina for each species. Taxes on fish were indeed widely levied in Hellenistic 
ports.73 Although it has been proposed that these taxes were assessed on 
retail sales,74 that hypothesis is unlikely. A relevant fragment of Diphilos 
preserved by Athenaios (fr. 32 K-A, lines 1-4; Athen. 6.226e) has not 
received the attention it deserves: 

OX) TTCOTlOl' í%6í)Ç OÍÔOC TlJJACOTépODÇ 
íôcov. nóoeiôov, ei Ô8Káxr|v etaiußocvec 
oruTcov a7iò xr'q Tiufjç èmairiç fijiépocç, 
koXx> xôv 0ECOV âv T)G0a nXovaiaxaxoc,. 

I have never seen fish more expensive. Poseidon, if you were 
collecting a tithe on fish from the price each day, you would be 
by far the richest of the gods. 

The speaker in this passage could be proposing an entirely novel tithe, im- 
plying that Poseidon, or the city, currently collects no such tax. In my view, 
however, he is better understood as saying that an existing tithe should be 
assessed in a different fashion, based on the actual retail price of the fish 
(àrcò xr'q Tiufjç èmoiriç fijiépaç). The passage takes for granted what the 
audience would already know: that tithes on fish in the Hellenistic period 

71.Feyell936,p.33. 
72. P. Wise. II 80 (a.d. 114) preserves 

a long list of duties assessed at a cus- 
tomhouse in Bacchias in the Fayum. 
Included are entries for fresh fish, 
assessed at the rate of two drachmas 
per donkey-load (5.151-152), and 
salted fish, assessed at seven drachmas 
and one oboi per jar (5.169). While 
much of Lower Egypt was awash in 
fresh fish and locally produced salt- 
fish, many Greek inhabitants no doubt 
preferred the Aegean and Black Sea 
varieties, which arrived salted and 
could command relatively steep prices. 
A similar preference may be reflected 
in a bilingual customs tariff of a.d. 137 
from Palmyra (CIS II.3 3913 = OGIS 
629; see also Matthews 1984), which 
includes entries (preserved only in the 

Palmyrene version at lines IIa.34-38) 
specifying an import duty of 10 denarii 
per camel-load for salt-fish, and an ex- 
port duty of three denarii per donkey- 
load. The difference can only partly be 
explained by the larger size of a camel- 
load (max. ca. 175 kg vs. ca. 75 kg for 
a donkey). 

73. Hellenistic examples include an 
ixOúcov Ô£K(xrn together with a 7C£vtt|- 
Kocmi at Delos (IG XI 2 287, lines 9- 
10), and a ôem-cri ixGucov together with 
a duty on murex and other regular 
customs duties at Stalai in Crete (Syll? 
524, lines 7-8; see Chaniotis 1996, 
no. 64). In the late 4th century b.c., 
a 20% duty on fish is attested at Kolo- 
phon (Meriti 1935, pp. 372-377 + 
Wilhelm 1939, pp. 352-365, line 31: 
[xfjc 7ié]u7Tcr|ç tcov í^oúcov; the same 

duty is probably meant by rfji 7té(iJixr|i 
in line 81; see Migeotte 1984, p. 285). 
Wilhelm (1939, pp. 361-363) suggests 
that a similar tax on fish underlies the 
20% duty (tôcv rceujcTOcv) attested at 
Kalymna (Syll? 953, line 61). A sacred 
law from Mykonos, roughly dated to 
the end of the 3rd century b.c., men- 
tions sacrifices to be offered by the 
council "from the duty on fish" (Syll? 
1024, lines 10-11: arcò too tétaruç tcov 
í%9[il)]cov ßo')Mi 7cpicx|jivr| iepeîoc eïkogi 
I Ôpocxncov ôiôÓtco). 

74. See, e.g., Busolt 1920, pp. 607- 
608; Wilhelm 1939, pp. 361-363. 
Reger (1994, p. 256) suggests a tax on 
"the sale of fish" without specifying 
wholesale or retail; similarly Brun 1996, 
p. 136. 
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were not normally taxes on retail sales. Instead, they would have been col- 
lected long before the fish arrived on the fishmonger's table, and therefore 
must have been assessed based on values that had no direct relationship to 
the eventual retail prices. 

It is possible, of course, that these taxes were only collected after the 
delivery and wholesale of the fish, although the available evidence for 
Hellenistic taxation offers no obvious parallels. Moreover, such a process 
would hardly require a detailed, alphabetical list of marine species with 
values per mina, nor would there be any reason to exclude freshwater spe- 
cies. In my view, the routine collection of Hellenistic customs duties offers 
a much better analogy. These duties were assessed ad valorem and collected 
before goods entered the market, or, in the case of exports, before they 
could be loaded on board. a departing ship.75 In a number of cases, tithes 
on fish (ôemioci í^Gúcov) are attested together with these customs duties, 
and lexicographers regularly equate the ôemiri and those who collect it 
with customs duties and agents.76 Pollux (9.30), for example, includes 
ôemiri with éAAijuéviov, £Íkogtt|, and 7U£VTr|Kocrcr| in a list of terms for 
duties assessed in the harbor, and together with other terms for custom- 
houses (xetaovioc, 7i8vxr|KoaTO^ÓYia, qn)taxKTT|pia), he offers oernTíi^óyioc, 
ôeKaxe-oxfipia, and ôemicovioc.77 1 have recently argued that, in an inscrip- 
tion from Athens, Hadrian directly equates a tax on fish with revenues 
from import duties (eiaocycoyioc).78 Indeed, it has even been suggested, not 

entirely without cause, that fresh fish was routinely subject to the Roman 

portorium.79 Finally, an inscription of the 1st century A.D. from Ephesos 
records the construction on the harbor front of a xeJuoviov xfiç íxomicfiç, a 

designated customhouse for collecting just such a duty on fish.80 
In the course of the routine collection of duties on seafood, officials 

could have made use of a list of fish with ascribed values per mina in or- 
der to calculate the declared value of the catch subject to duty. In a busy 
customhouse the alphabetization of such a list would offer obvious advan- 

tages. Lloyd Daly, in his study of the evidence for the early Greek use of 

alphabetization, highlights the close relationship in documentary papyri 
between alphabetization and tax collection.81 

75. It cannot be proven, of course, 
that duties were always assessed ad 
valorem, although De Laet (1949, p. 47, 
n. 1) concludes that the Hellenistic 
period seems to have known hardly any 
other form. 

76. For examples of such tithes, see 
above, n. 73. On the lexicographers, see 
Velissaropoulos 1980, p. 212, n. 42. 

77. Similarly, for names of customs 
agents, Pollux (9.29) offers ôeKocrn^oyoi 
and ÔemTcòvai together with xeXcovai, 
éicXoyeîç, éXAijiEviaiaí, eiicocrcoXóyoi, 
and TievTrjKOGToXóyoi. Demosthenes 
too (23.177) appears to equate ôemiri- 
taSyoi with customs agents. It may be 
significant that Pollux found one of his 
terms for customhouse, ôeKoctcovia, in a 

comedy by Antiphanes called The Catch 
(AAieuonivn) (fr. 28 K-A). Not sur- 
prisingly, one of the other two extant 
fragments of this comedy (fr. 27 K-A; 
Athen. 8.338e) is concerned with sea- 
food, while the second (fr. 29 K-A) 
mentions a fishing line (ópuxáv). 

78. IG IP 1103; see Lytle 2007a. 
79. De Laet 1949, pp. 206-208. The 

evidence is difficult, however, and much 
of it would benefit from careful recon- 
sideration. I have recently argued, based 
on epigraphic evidence from Delos and 
the lex por tus Asiae, that Hellenistic 
duties on fresh murex were retained 
as import duties in the portorium 
provinciae Asiae (Lytle 2007b). 

80. 1.Eph. 20. The most thorough 

discussion is Horsley 1989, but the in- 
scription and its social, legal, and 
economic context deserve further study. 
The funds for the customhouse were 
provided by a joint association of fish- 
ermen and fishmongers; similar associa- 
tions of piscatores etpropolae are attested 
at Ostia {CIL XIV 409 [ILS 6146]) and 
New Carthage (CIL II Suppl. 3929 
[ILS 3624]). 

81. Daly 1967, p. 45: "From these 
half-dozen documents it will be seen 
that from the second century before 
Christ, under the Ptolemies, and con- 
tinuing on down into the period of Ro- 
man domination, the elaborate machi- 
nery of tax collecting and accounting in 
Egypt adopted and applied alphabetic 
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The absence of freshwater species from such a list is also easily ex- 

plained as the result of a dichotomy in Greek customs practice between 
marine fisheries, which were generally of open access, and inland fisheries, 
which were often subject to special regulation. Plato appears to codify this 

principle in Laws 7.824b-c. A number of scholars believe that this passage 
is nothing more than a convenient philosophical construct, contradicted 

by quotidian practice according to which states and temples routinely laid 
claim to fishing rights at sea.82 That view rests largely on misinterpreted 
evidence, however, the totality of which clearly indicates that Greek poleis 
generally laid no claim to marine fishing rights or otherwise attempted to 
restrict access.83 

At the same time, while marine fishermen may have had free access to 
the sea, practicing their trade beyond the regulatory reach of the polis, their 
catches did not have free access to the market and were subject to special 
duties based on their value. Freshwater fish, on the other hand, would have 
been captured in lakes and streams or raised in ponds subject to property 
rights and special regulations. There is no reason to think they would have 
been subject to the same ôemiai íxOúcov as marine catches, and they cer- 

tainly would not have arrived at the market from the same harbors. 
The best explanation for the peculiar arrangement of the inscription 

from Akraiphia is that local officials, in drafting a decree to establish reason- 
able maximum prices in the fish market, borrowed a specialized list used 
in the routine collection of taxes on seafood in a nearby port. They may 
have modified the prices and otherwise adapted the list for their specific 
purposes, but the basic structure of the original document survived. 

This hypothesis suggests in turn a novel solution to a far larger problem. 
While much has been written about the scattered literary and epigraphic 
evidence for ancient Greek customs duties, no adequate explanation has yet 
been offered of the precise mechanisms by which customs agents valued 
dutiable goods in the Hellenistic period. Alain Bresson has recently argued 
that importers would have been required to declare intended sale prices 
and that these prices would have been used as the basis for customs valu- 
ations.84 As he notes, this argument profoundly affects our reconstruction 
of the working of the emporion, and more specifically of the deigma> tradi- 

tionally seen as an opportunity for intense negotiation over price between 

arrangement as part of its system. 
There is no way of saying how much 
earlier than the second century the 
principle may have been adopted for 
this purpose." Daly briefly mentions the 
Akraiphian decree as among the earliest 
epigraphic evidence for alphabetization, 
noting merely that it seems to have 
served some administrative purpose 
(pp. 20-21). 

82. See especially Dumont 1977b, 
relying in part on Höppener 1931, 
pp. 150-167, and subsequently en- 
dorsed in, e.g., Horsley 1989, p. 100; 
Schwarz 2001, p. 384. 

83. 1 treat this subject at length 
in an article in preparation. Dumont 
(1977b, p. 55) and Bresson (2007, 
pp. 189-190) are likely in error, for 
example, in suggesting that lasos s 
ownership of the "little sea" attested in 
a Hellenistic inscription (Syiï.3 307 = 
I. lasos 30) implies general civic control 
over marine fishing rights. As suspected 
already by Dittenberger (Syll? 307, 
n. 5), the "little sea" was almost cer- 
tainly a brackish lagoon, probably 
located in the modern plain southeast 
of lasos near the mouth of the Sarichai 
River, where a marsh existed until very 

recently (see J. Robert and L. Robert, 
BullÉp 1973, 419; Heisserer 1980, 
p. 176). This explanation now seems to 
be widely accepted (see, e.g., Barrington 
Atlas, map 61). Similarly, Dumont 
(1977b, p. 56) points to the rcopcpúpa 
recorded in Delian temple accounts as 
a clear example of temples or states 
laying claim to marine fishing rights. 
I have recently argued, however, that 
the Delian rcopcpúpa was simply a duty 
on the delivery and sale of captured 
murex, analogous to other attested 
duties on fish and murex (Lytle 2007b). 

84. Bresson 2008, pp. 99-109. 
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importers and buyers. In Bresson's view, by the time goods arrived in the 

emporion, there would be very little room for negotiation over price because 
importers would be constrained by their declared prices. He explains the 
literary evidence for such negotiation by suggesting that importers were 
only allowed to negotiate prices lower than their declared prices. 

Bressons reconstruction of the process seems extremely unlikely. The 
question is more appropriately treated elsewhere and in greater detail, but I 
note here that the epigraphic evidence is explicit about the fact that declara- 
tions were susceptible to audit when cargo was embarked or disembarked, 
at which point specific penalties might apply in the event that an importer 
or exporter had "undervalued" his cargo.85 With one exception, discussed 
below, nowhere do these customs laws anticipate what would have been, 
if we follow Bresson's interpretation, the most pervasive form of fraud: 
declaring a sale price lower than the eventual, actual sale price. Nor is 
there any trace in the literary sources of this kind of fraud or the consider- 
able bureaucratic machinery that would have been required to prevent it. 
Furthermore, exports were also subject to customs duties, and it is hard 
to believe that their valuations could have been based on an eventual sale 

price in some distant market. 

Finally, goods were often subject to customs duties even when they 
were not intended for sale, and these goods must have been assessed by 
some other mechanism. The only evidence for importers declaring sale 
prices to customs agents is a Delian law governing firewood and charcoal, 
and it has been argued that this is better understood as an ad hoc solution 
to a specific problem, its very existence implying that the same mechanisms 
did not normally exist for other goods.86 

Other reconstructions of the process of customs assessment are equally 
unconvincing.87 1 propose instead that customs officials in the Hellenistic 

85. E.g., an inscription of the late 
4th or 3rd century b.c. from Kyparissia 
{Syll? 952 = IG V 1 1421) specifies that 
importers are required to give a declara- 
tion to the customs agents and pay the 
duty when they offload their goods at 
the dock, before carrying them into the 
emporion or attempting to sell them. 
Similarly, exporters cannot load their 
ships until they have made a declara- 
tion, paid the tax, and summoned an 
agent to be present at the loading. 
Violators will pay 10 times the duty. 
Furthermore, if anyone is found to have 
undervalued his cargo (el Ôé xíç Ka 
òÀ,vyoTi|j,áoTi), the customs agent can 
confiscate the goods left undeclared. 
A customs law from Kaunos (SEGXLV 
639) and the lex portus Asiae (SEG 
XXXVIII 1180) agree in suggesting 
basically the same procedure in the 
1st century A.D., with the latter careful 
to specify that when the importer 
unloads his ship the customs agents 
should check the actual goods against 

the declaration, counting the items 
assessed on a per article basis, such as 
slaves, and weighing those assessed by 
weight (lines 45-47). As Bresson notes 
(2008, p. 101), this process appears to 
be depicted in mosaics, reliefs, and 
frescoes at Ostia. To these should be 
added a Roman mosaic from Tunisia, 
which shows slaves unloading from a 
ship objects that appear to be metal 
ingots, perhaps lead, and carrying them 
to the shore, where two men in tunics 
weigh them on a large balance scale 
(Foucher 1960, p. 78, no. 57.169). 

86. LDélos 509. See, e.g., Stanley 
1976, p. 293, for the view that this law 
is exceptional and that customs duties 
were not normally assessed on the basis 
of declared sale prices. Bresson (2008, 
pp. 108-109, 123-124) argues that 
the law, which was clearly intended to 
apply only to importers of firewood and 
charcoal, differed from normal practice 
chiefly in specifying that importers were 
not only prevented from raising their 

declared sale prices (which in Bressons 
view was customary), but were also 
prohibited from lowering them. 

87. Stanley (1976, pp. 291-292), for 
example, suggests that the value may 
have been based on a merchant's export 
receipt. As Bresson (2000b) demon- 
strates, the owners or captains of most 
ships offloading in Greek harbors would 
indeed have been able to produce cer- 
tain forms of written documentation. 
Still, it is hard to believe that customs 
officials in one Greek city would rely on 
the documents produced in another 
Greek city to determine the value of a 
ship s cargo, especially when the prices 
of commodities could vary greatly from 
port to port. It is even harder to believe 
that upon arriving in Ionian ports, mer- 
chants transporting natron from Egypt, 
like those attested in the Ahiqar scroll, 
had their cargoes assessed on the basis 
of Aramaic export receipts (for this 
customs record, see Porten and Yardeni 
1993, C3.7; Yardeni 1994; Briant and 
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period routinely relied on detailed price lists similar to the one embedded 
in the Akraiphian decree in order to arrive at the "real value" of imported 
and exported cargoes assessed ad valorem** Such lists may have been a 
regular feature of the vóuoi xeÀcoviKoí that regulated customs collection 
in many Greek ports by the 4th century b.c., and perhaps even earlier.89 
Given that these lists would have been subject to periodic revision, there 
is no reason to expect that they would normally have been inscribed.90 
The list preserved in the inscription from Akraiphia, although it probably 
originated in a customhouse in a Boiotian harbor, survives only because it 
was borrowed and inscribed for a very different purpose. 

AKRAIPHIA, ANTHEDON, AND THE 
ECONOMIES OF HELLENISTIC BOIOTIA 

The port of Anthedon is the most likely source of seafood for Akraiphia.91 
As with many Boiotian city-states, the history of Anthedon is obscure 
and the site has received little attention from archaeologists. In the late 
19th century the American School of Classical Studies at Athens con- 
ducted three weeks of excavations there, and the harbor was surveyed in 

Descat 1998). Indeed, this solution 
ultimately begs the question, given that 
the export duties would themselves 
have required a valuation. Moreover, 
many goods, like the fisherman's catch, 
would have arrived in port unaccompa- 
nied by any documents to certify their 
value. What receipts could privateers 
have shown when they arrived in port 
with goods or slaves to unload? (The 
question is not merely theoretical: on 
the close relationships between piracy 
and more "legitimate" economic activ- 
ities in the Hellenistic Aegean, see, e.g., 
Gabrielsen 2001.) 

88. This hypothesis also suggests 
another solution to the much-debated 
problem of the meaning of the phrase 
KotGeGTniana tiutj in Athens. The 
phrase occurs in two 4th-century b.c. 
speeches ascribed to Demosthenes. In 
the first passage (56.8), concerning 
agents of the Egyptian grain monopoly 
stationed in various ports who have 
sent back letters reporting xòcç Ka9eGTT|- 
icuíaç Tiuxxç, it has been taken to mean 
"prevailing price." In the second passage 
(34.49), however, it appears to mean 
the "established or official price": when 
local grain prices rose to 16 drachmas 
per medimnos, Chrysippos earned the 
gratitude of the city by importing grain 
and selling it at xr'q KocGeornieuiocç xiufjç 
of five drachmas per medimnos. The 
phrase occurs again in a 3rd-century b.c. 

decree honoring the strategos Epichares 
(SEGXX1V 154, lines 17-19), and, 
following Reger (1993, p. 313, n. 45), 
a similar expression can perhaps be 
restored in two other inscriptions: 
IG IP 400, line 8 ([ttjç Kcx6iGT(xu]évTi<; 
Tijiffik), and IG IP 499, lines 16-17 
(xfjç k[oc9igt(X|jívt)ç tiut|]ç). Migeotte 
(1997) collects the evidence and sum- 
marizes the debate over the origin 
and meaning of the phrase. Bresson 
(2000c), suggesting analogies with 
Ptolemaic Egypt, adds the evidence 
from papyri, concluding that Ka6eGxr|- 
Kvila Tiur| means "official price," but 
acknowledging along with previous 
scholars that in Athens, unlike in 
Egypt, such prices could never have 
been rigidly fixed. He argues instead 
that in Athens the phrase denotes 
prices established as targets for public 
officials purchasing grain on behalf of 
the state. In my view, Athenian officials 
are more likely to have been charged 
simply with buying grain as cheaply as 
possible. I suggest instead that the "offi- 
cial price" might have been the price 
assigned for the purpose of assessing 
customs duties. When local prices rose 
(or fell), these prices would remain 
fixed, at least in the short term. Men 
like Chrysippos, who were honored for 
selling at the "official price" rather than 
pursuing the market price, had merely 
agreed to sell for the same price at 

which their grain had been valued for 
customs purposes. 

89. Migeotte (2001, pp. 166, 170- 
173), discussing two recently published 
inscriptions, one from Klaros (Etienne 
and Migeotte 1998 [= S£GXLVIII 
1404]) and the other from Athens 
(Stroud 1998 [= SEGXLVlll 96]), 
observes that detailed vóuoi xeXcoviKoí 
were common in Greek city-states 
already in the 4th century b.c. The 
expression mia xòcv GÚyypacpov, which 
occurs in the inscription from Kyparis- 
sia (Sylt.3 952 = IG V 1 1421; see n. 85, 
above), seems to refer to a similar docu- 
ment; see Velissaropoulos 1980, p. 210, 
n. 33. Purcell (2005) surveys the evi- 
dence and concludes that institutions 
related to customs collection appear to 
have been well developed even from a 
much earlier date. 

90. Roman inscribed customs tariffs 
such as those found at Palmyra (OGIS 
629), Zarai (CIL VIII 4508), and Lam- 
baesis (AÉ 1914, 234) are a different 
matter, since they record not prices for 
calculating duties ad valorem but fixed 
tariffs that would have been subject to 
little revision. 

91. As noted already by, e.g., Feyel 
(1936, p. 36, n. 1). The city lies on the 
northern straits of Euboia, roughly 
20 km from Akraiphia by an easy 
route. 
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the 1960s.92 References in ancient literature are rare: Anthedon is included 
in the Homeric catalogue of ships as the "furthest" Boiotian city, but it is 

primarily known for having been founded on the spot of Glaukos s leap 
into the sea and subsequent transformation.93 The most important source 
is Herakleides Kritikos (fr. 1.23-24 Arenz), who provides a vivid account 
of the city in the Hellenistic period.94 

'Evieuoev dç Av0r|ôóva oxáôioc p^'. óôòç 7cÀ,ayía, à'iaí,r'kaxoq 
81' àypcov rcopeía. r' ôè nòXiq ox> jueyá^ri ico jneyéGei, én' a')xf|ç xfjç 
Eußoüicfic K8i|Liévr| Bataxaariç, xr'v jièv àyopàv exouoa Kaxáôevôpov 
7caaav, otoocíç àvei^r|ji|iévr|v ôittocíç- amr' 8' eiSoivoç, euoxj/oç, 
aíxcp arcavi Çodooc 8ià tò tt|v %cópav eivai Xvnpâv. Oi 8' évoiKoûvxeç 
oxeSòv návxeq àXieíç, àrc' àyKÍaxpcov Kai íxBúcov, exi 8è Kai 
rcopcpúpaç Kai OTtóyycov xòv ßiov ex°VT£Ç> ¿v ouyioc?U)íç xe Kai (púicei 
Kai mJiußaic KaxayeyripaKÓxeç- Tcuppoi xaíç o'j/eaiv, rcávxeç 
8è Xekxoí- xà 8' oncpa xéov òv')%cov Kaxaßeßpcofxevoi xaîç Kaxà 
ôáXaxxav épyaoíaiç • 7tpoo7C£7uov0óxeç Tiopojioíç oí 7t^8Ígxoi Kai 
va')7cr|yoí, xt]v 8è xcópav ox>% oiov èpyaÇójievoi, akX' o')8è exovxeç, 
aúxouç (páaKovxeç àjcoyóvo'oc eivai FÀaiaKo-u xov QaXaoaíov, oç 
à^ie-òç f]v òjLioXoyo-oiiévoç. 

From Thebes to Anthedon is 160 stades. The road is rough, the way 
a wagon-track through fields. The city itself is not great in size, and 
lies on the Gulf of Euboia. It has an agora that is entirely shaded 

by trees and flanked by double stoas. The land is rich in wine and 
rich in fish, but has no grain owing to the poor soil. Nearly all the 
inhabitants are fishermen, making a living mainly from hooks and 
fish, but also from murex and sponges. They have grown old on the 
beaches among the seaweed and the huts.95 They are all thin, their 
hair bleached by the sun, their nails cracked and worn through 
working the sea, and many too have labored as ferrymen and ship- 
builders. Not only do they not work the land but they refuse even 
to own it, saying they are the heirs of seagoing Glaukos, he too a 
fisherman. 

92. The most recent synopsis (Fos- 
sey 1988, pp. 250-257) describes the 
American excavations as "wretched" 
(p. 252). On the results of these exca- 
vations, see Rolfe 1890; the inscriptions 
were published separately in Buck and 
Tarbell 1889. 1 could find no additional 
records in the American School ar- 
chives. For the survey of the harbor, 
see Schläger, Blackman, and Schäfer 
1968. 

93. //. 2.508: Av0r|ôóva t' ecxoc- 
xocoaav; explained by S trabo (9.2.13 
[C 404-405]): liera ôè IccÀyavéa Av9r|- 
ôœv TióXiç Xiuiva exouaa, éo%árn xfjç 
BoicûTiaKfjç napaXiaç xfjç rcpòç Eußoia, 
Kocöarcep Kai ó 7roir|Tnç eiprjKev Ävörj- 
ôóva x' éGxaxócoaav ("After Salganeus 
is Anthedon, which has a harbor and is 

the last city on the Boiotian coast that 
faces Euboia, on account of which the 
poet calls it 'farthest Anthedon.'"). 
Blackman's frequently cited discussion 
of the ancient testimonia (Schläger, 
Blackman, and Schäfer 1968, pp. 25- 
28) overlooks a number of important 
literary references and a handful of 
inscriptions not collected in IG VII, as 
do the discussions in Rolfe 1890; RE I, 
1894, cols. 2360-2361, s.v. Anthedon 
(G. Hirschfeld); PECS, p. 59, s.v. An- 
thedon (P. Roesch); and Wallace 1979, 
pp. 57-59. Knoepfler 1986 remains the 
most thorough and insightful discus- 
sion of the city and its history. 

94. The description may be some- 
what earlier than the inscription from 
Akraiphia. Dates as late as the 2nd 

century b.c. have been suggested for 
Herakleides, but Arenz in his recent 
edition (2006) has argued that the 
work was probably composed during 
the decade or so preceding the Chre- 
monidean War (267-261 b.c.). For 
further discussion of this particular 
passage, see the commentaries of Pfister 
(1951, pp. 169-176) and Arenz (2006, 
pp. 151-152,208-209). 

95. Bresson (2008, p. 155) offers an 
interesting translation of these lines: 
"Lorsqu'ils sont âgés, ils passent leur 
temps sur le rivage à la cueillette de 
l'orseille ou dans des baraques de pê- 
cheurs." The word qrôKoç can indeed 
refer to orseille, a lichen (Rocella tinc- 
torta) that grows on rocky Mediterra- 
nean coastlines and can be used to 
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Although Herakleides sometimes appears to rely on literary sources as 
much as autopsy,96 his description is a valuable portrait of a modest polis 
whose citizens depended heavily, if not exclusively, on the sea for their 
livelihood.97 

The remains of the small ancient harbor, which is now largely aban- 
doned, include a mole on the east side and a larger, well-preserved mole 
on the north side. Along the south side is an enigmatic platform (Fig. 6), 
called by Schläger, Blackman, and Schäfer the south quay, adjacent to 
which were perhaps the agora and the double stoas mentioned by Hera- 
kleides.98The date of the harbor works is far from settled. Some scholars, 
perhaps relying on the assumption that the city never recovered after its 
destruction at the hands of Sulla, date the visible remains to the 4th cen- 
tury b.c.99 Schläger, Blackman, and Schäfer, on the other hand, conclude 
"that all the visible remains of harbour works belong to one period . . . 
to late Roman or early Byzantine times."100 The evidence is not decisive, 

produce a dye. The suggestion that 
Herakleides here alludes to dye produc- 
tion is ingenious, but when technical 
writers use (pÛKoç to refer specifically to 
Rocella tinctoria, they normally include 
additional qualifiers (cpûicoç üaXácmov 
oúXov, Dioskourides 4.99; (pOKoç nòv- 
Tiov,Theophr., Hist. PI. 4.6.4). In gen- 
eral, the word simply means "seaweed" 
(see LSJ, s.v.), and I prefer the tradi- 
tional interpretation (shared by, e.g., 
Pfister 1951 and Arenz 2006), which 
also more closely reflects the syntax of 
the passage. 

96. Pfister (1951, p. 172) suggests 
that elements of Herakleides' descrip- 
tion may have been derived from the 
literary tradition. This might explain 
the reference to Anthedon as euoivoç 
("rich in wine"), a claim that is not only 
at odds with Herakleides' own allega- 
tion that the Anthedonians refused to 
own land or farm it, but also specifically 
contradicted by Plutarch (Mor. 295e-f ), 
who states that Boiotian Anthedon was 
devoid of vines, much as it was when 
Heinrich Ulrichs visited in the 19th 
century (1840, p. 36: "Im Tal von 
Anthedon sah ich keinen Weinstock"). 
Plutarch's assertion appears in a dis- 
cussion of an oracle attributed to the 
Pythian Apollo: tuv' oivov Tpvyiav, 
ETcel o')K Av0T|Ôóva vocíeiç ("Drink wine 
mixed with lees, since you do not live 
in Anthedon"). Blackman argues that 
Plutarch's statement "is not consistent 
with the statement of Herakleides. 
Perhaps viticulture had declined in 
Anthedon by the time of Plutarch, 
so that he refused to accept what is 

probably the correct interpretation" 
(Schläger, Blackman, and Schäfer 
1968, p. 27). Plutarch's explanation, 
however, seems to rely on an earlier 
discussion of the oracle by Aristotle, 
and, as Pfister notes, Herakleides' 
statement may ultimately be derived 
from the same, apparently well-known 
oracle, which was also known to Athe- 
naios (1.31b-c). Bresson (2008, p. 260, 
n. 72) has suggested that in describing 
Anthedon as eiSoivoç Herakleides does 
not mean to imply that it was gener- 
ally "rich in wine," but only that it 
produced a certain amount of high- 
quality wine. 

97. As Knoepfler (1986, pp. 596- 
597) observes, an interesting echo of 
Herakleides' description of Anthedon 
appears on a funerary stele found in the 
city, which bears the image of a hatchet 
in relief and the words vaüTtriyoc IIoGei- 
Ôcova^ (Jardé and Laurent 1902, p. 324, 
no. 14). Anthedon obviously was not 
exceptional in this regard. Pausanias, 
for example, alleges that half of the 
inhabitants of Bukis in Phokis were 
murex fishermen (10.37.3), and Strabo 
similarly notes that the citizens of lasos 
"get the greater part of their livelihood 
from the sea, for the city is rich in fish 
but has poor land" (14.2.21 [C 658]: 
Kai to kXeigtov toö ßiou toîç évGáôe 
£K GaXòíTTTjç- eiL)o'|/£Î yàp %copav t' e%ei 
TtapaXimpov). Even in coastal cities 
with richer agricultural economies, 
fishing will have played an important 
role; see, for example, Bresson's com- 
pelling portrait of the economy of 
Hermione in the southern Argolid 

(2008, pp. 157-160). The fundamental 
importance for such cities of taxes 
levied in their harbors was stated 
plainly already by Andreades (1933, 
p. 297); more recently, see Purcell 2005 
and especially Bresson 2008, pp. 72-97. 

98. See Schläger, Blackman, and 
Schäfer 1968, fig. 4. In the level area 
adjacent to the south quay, the 
American excavations revealed a large 
building with mosaics, described by 
Rolfe (1890, pp. 98-99) simply as a 
"Roman building." As is apparent from 
Rolfe 's plan, it was actually an early 
Christian basilica, a fact noted already 
by Orlandos (1937). Nevertheless, ear- 
lier buildings may once have occupied 
the same site. 

99. Previous scholarship on the 
harbor works and their date is collected 
and discussed in Schläger, Blackman, 
and Schäfer 1968, pp. 22-25. Plutarch 
(Sulla 26.3) mentions Larymna, Halai, 
and Anthedon as the three Boiotian 
cities destroyed in 86 b.c. following 
Sulla's victory at Orchomenos over the 
Mithridatic army. Knoepfler (1992, 
p. 478, no. 125), however, points out 
an overlooked inscription (OGIS 441 
= I.Stratonikeia 508), which includes 
Av9r|ôà)v BoicoTÍaç among the cities 
recognizing the inviolability of the 
sanctuary of Hekate at Lagina in Karia. 
The date of the inscription is probably 
very close to 80 b.c., which suggests 
that the city soon recovered from any 
damage inflicted by Sulla. 

100. Schläger, Blackman, and Schä- 
fer 1968, pp. 86-89. 
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Figure 6. The south platform of the 
harbor at Anthedon however, and until confirmed by excavation the date should remain an 

open question.101 
In their search for a list offish to include in their decree, it is possible 

that Akraiphian officials simply borrowed or copied a document available 
at Anthedon, the nearest coastal city. On the other hand, the very fact that 
they found it feasible to institute price limits might imply some degree of 
control over the supply offish itself; otherwise, such measures could easily 
have led suppliers to avoid Akraiphia in favor of other, less restrictive Boi- 
otian settlements.102 While it is true that there is no evidence that Akraiphia 
ever controlled a port, it is equally true that for local Boiotian history in the 
3rd and early 2nd centuries b.c. we must rely largely on inferences from 
inscriptions. Akraiphia certainly controlled the important sanctuary of 
Apollo Ptoios and seems to have taken the lead in reorganizing the Ptoia 
in the 220s b.c.103 The city itself is almost entirely unexcavated; even the 
theater, attested in an inscription (IG VII 4148), has yet to be located.104 

101. Schläger, Blackman, and Schä- 
fer did not have permits to excavate and 
the Late Roman sherds that they re- 
moved from the joints between exposed 
blocks do not necessarily constitute 
evidence for the original construction 
date. Similarly, the argument based on 
construction techniques is not entirely 
persuasive. The masses of mortar and 
rubble in the north quay offer an im- 
perfect analogy to other Late Antique 
limestone walls with rubble and mortar 
cores. This type of construction is in 
any case not used throughout the north 
quay, but restricted to parts of the 

structure that I suspect may have been 
large, square tanks. It is entirely absent 
from the south quay. 

102. This is perhaps why Feyel 
(1936, p. 36) found the measure "plus 
radical" and "plus maladroite." 

103. On the history of the sanctuary, 
see RE XXIII, 1959, cols. 1505-1578, 
s.v. Ptoion (S. Lauffer); Schachter 1981, 
pp. 52-73; and for a short discussion 
and bibliography, Fossey 1988, pp. 265- 
275. The date and nature of the reorga- 
nization of the Ptoia are addressed at 
length in Rigsby 1996, pp. 59-67; see 
also Sánchez 2001, pp. 348-349. For 

evidence that the festival existed before 
the 220s, see Rigsby 1987 (on SEG 
XXXII 456). 

104. The French excavations of the 
1930s under Guillon and Feyel alleg- 
edly identified the agora, but they re- 
main unpublished beyond a few brief 
notes; see, e.g., BCH 60, 1936, p. 461. 
For the more recent but very limited 
work around the city walls, see n. 26, 
above. Construction of a new highway 
also uncovered a number of cemeteries 
outside the city, on which see Fossey 
1988, pp. 266-269. He justly concludes: 
"It is a great pity that this important 
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Nevertheless, the visible remains of circuit walls, streets, and buildings 
suggest a city capable of controlling an important sanctuary and festival. 

The arable land available to the citizens, on the other hand, seems to 
have been extremely limited. Ringed by the steep slopes of Mt. Ptoön to 
the east and the waters of Lake Kopaïs to the west, Akraiphia overlooks 
to the south one short valley, separated from the lake by a long dyke 
originally constructed in the Mycenaean period.105 That the city did not 
control additional territory on the north side of the lake is confirmed by a 

3rd-century b.c. inscription marking the boundary between Akraiphia and 
its neighbor Kopai, which was cut into the rocky point known as Phtelio, 
northwest of the city.106 It perhaps testifies to the increasing ambitions of 
the Akraiphians that the Boiotian League was required to arbitrate in this 

dispute, which was probably motivated by economic concerns.107 

Seeing no possibility that Akraiphia controlled additional arable land, 
most scholars have concluded that the Akraiphian economy cannot have 
been founded, like that of most inland Greek city-states, on agriculture.108 
It has been suggested that the city profited from the rich fisheries in Lake 

Kopaïs and, to a lesser degree, Lake Likeri.109 Yet Akraiphia controlled 

very little of the Kopaïs shoreline, certainly less than its neighbors Kopai 
and Haliartos, and whatever revenues the city derived from that source are 

unlikely to have been sufficient to maintain the economy and infrastruc- 
ture of a polis of its size. The sanctuary of Apollo would have contributed, 
indirectly, to the city s financial well-being,110 and the rocky slopes of Mt. 
Ptoön itself might have supported olive groves or fed large numbers of 

sheep and goats.111 
If the territorial ambitions of the Akraiphians were thwarted by Ko- 

pai to the northwest, they may have been more successful in extending 
their control to the east, over the villages and land lying between Lakes 

and apparently well preserved site 
should be so poorly known; much could 
be learned from a full surface survey, to 
say nothing of an excavation." 

105. Fossey 1988, p. 275, with bibli- 
ography. On the epigraphic evidence 
for the failure of the dyke in the Early 
Imperial period, and attempts to repair 
it, see Oliver 1971; Fossey 1979, 
pp. 554-560; Kalcyk 1988. 

106. IG VII 2792; Magnetto 1997, 
no. 63: opioc K[co]7tr|vcûv 1 7tot' ÄKpr|- 
(pieîa[ç], I óprcT[á]vTcov Boicot [cov]. 

107. On the economic origins of 
the dispute, see, e.g., Roesch 1965, 
p. 64; Magnetto 1997, p. 386. A much 
earlier (perhaps 5th-century b.c.) 
boundary marker appears to refer to 
the same two states: [¿ópoç Ä]Kpai- 
[(piéov I k]ocí Ko7r[aícov (Lauffer 1980, 
pp. 161-162 , no. 1; restorations sug- 
gested by Roesch [1980, p. 2, no. 1]). 
A third inscription, IG VII 4130, of 
the 2nd century b.c., testifies to yet 
another territorial dispute, probably 

also between Akraiphia and a neigh- 
boring state. 

108. The consensus is summarized 
by Fossey (1988, p. 275): "The mainstay 
of ancient Akraiphiai's economy can 
hardly have been agriculture even when 
the bay of Kardhitsa was drained, for a 
total of c. 7 sq. km, even though very 
fertile land, could not support any large 
population." So too, more recently, 
Magnetto 1997, p. 387, n. 3. 

109. Magnetto (1997, p. 386, n. 3), 
citing Vatin's publication of the Akrai- 
phian fish list as evidence, notes that 
the dispute with Kopai may have been 
caused primarily by competition for 
additional fisheries, not farmland. Fos- 
sey (1988, p. 275) offers a similar argu- 
ment. The fisheries in Lake Kopaïs 
were no doubt important to some of 
the city's inhabitants, but the inscrip- 
tion from Akraiphia can hardly be con- 
strued as relevant evidence, given that 
the vast majority of the fish listed 
therein are marine species. 

110. Fossey 1988, p. 275. 
111. The use of public land for graz- 

ing is documented in an inscription of 
the last quarter of the 3rd century b.c. 
(SEG III 356), in which a certain Kal- 
lon, probably an Akraiphian citizen, is 
recorded as having forgiven the city an 
outstanding principal of 672 drach- 
mas, SV2 obols, together with 835 
drachmas of interest accumulated over 
five years. This generosity was rewarded 
by a grant of grazing rights (epinomia) 
for 50 animals in perpetuity. Kallon's 
considerable wealth may have derived 
from his flocks. In a second inscription 
(SEG III 359), a certain Euklidas is 
recorded as having forgiven more than 
half of a loan of nearly a talent, for 
which the city had offered as security 
land sacred to Apollo. How the land 
was used is not stated, but grazing is 
not unlikely. See further Migeotte 
1984, pp. 74-78, no. 16; Chandezon 
2003, pp. 45-47, no. 8. 
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Likeri and Paralimni in the stony valley descending toward Anthedon.112 
Ancient sources record four settlements in this area (Hyle, Peteon, Scho- 
inos, and Trapheia) and no fewer than five archaeological sites have been 
detected.113 The region has traditionally been considered part of the ter- 
ritory of Thebes,114 an attribution dependent on the testimony of Strabo 
(9.2.22, 26 [C 408, 410]), who reports that the kcouti of Peteon and the 
%copoc of Schoinos lie near the road from Thebes to Anthedon and are in 
the territory of Thebes.115 

Strabo, however, is not necessarily a reliable source for the political 
divisions of Hellenistic Boiotia. One need look no further than his asser- 
tion (9.2.34 [C 413]) that Mt. Ptoön and the sanctuary of Apollo Ptoios 
also formed part of the territory of Thebes. This claim may have been true 
when it was first made by Herodotos (8.135), but it can hardly apply to the 
3rd and 2nd centuries b.c.116 It is likely that Akraiphia or Anthedon, or 
perhaps both, gained control over additional territory after the destruction 
of Thebes and the partition of its territory in 335 b.c., when, as Pausanias 
(9.23.5) notes, many of the survivors fled to Akraiphia, a city that had been 
once in Theban territory.117 Although it is certain that much of the terri- 
tory of Thebes was eventually restored, there is little reason to assume that 
the statements of Strabo offer firm evidence for territorial borders during 
the 3rd and early 2nd centuries b.c., or indeed at any point after 335. 

118 

Nevertheless, among modern scholars, only Thomas Corsten has placed the 
settlements of Schoinos and Peteon outside the territory of Thebes.119 

112.Fosseyl988,p.226.The 
amount of dry land in the area was 
apparently somewhat larger and the 
lakes themselves smaller before the 
draining of the Kopaic basin. Today 
water is diverted away from the basin 
and into these two lakes by means of 
ditches and a tunnel that begins just 
west of ancient Akraiphia. 

113. Hyle, Peteon, and Schoinos are 
mentioned in the Catalogue of Ships 
(Schoinos in //. 2.497, Hyle and Peteon 
in 2.500; Hyle is mentioned again at 
7.221). Additional references are col- 
lected in RE II, 1923, cols. 616-617, 
s.v. Schoineus/Schoinos (L. Burchner); 
REJX, 1916, cols. 117-119, s.v. Hyle 
(F. Bölte); and RE XIX, 1937, col. 1128, 
s.v. Peteon (E. Kirsten). A fourth site, 
Trapheia, is mentioned only by Nikan- 
der {Ther. 887) and Stephanos, s.v. 
Tpoccpeioc. On the various archaeological 
sites in the area and the possible identi- 
fication of some of these with the four 
settlements attested in our ancient 
sources, see Fossey 1988, pp. 225-247. 

114. See, e.g., Fossey 1988, pp. 225- 
247; Roesch 1965, p. 49, map 3. 

115. Although Strabo mentions 

Peteon and Hyle together, and states 
explicitly that Peteon is a village be- 
longing to Thebes, he makes no such 
assertion about Hyle. He does, how- 
ever, imply that at some point Lake 
Hylike itself was in the territory of 
Thebes, and with it, presumably, the 
settlement of Hyle on its shores: r' u£v 
yap écrci ueyáA/n [Lake Kopaïs], Kai 
oÙK év xfi Orjßaioi, f] ôè uiKpa [Lake 
Hylike], ekeiGev òY ')7tovóutt>v nXr'pov- 
|LiévT|, Keiu£VT| fxeta^i) 0r|ßcov Kai Äv6r|- 
ôóvoç (9.2.20 [C 408]) ("Lake Kopaïs 
is large and not in the territory of 
Thebes, but Hylike is small, is filled 
through underground channels from 
Kopaïs, and lies between Thebes and 
Anthedon."). Most scholars assume 
that Akraiphia would have had access 
to Lake Likeri, sometimes identified 
with the ancient Hylike. Fossey (1988, 
pp. 225-229), however, identifies Hy- 
like with the modern Paralimni, an 
argument for which this passage per- 
haps offers some support. 

116. Strabo s probable dependence 
on Herodotos in this passage is noted 
by Roesch (1965, p. 48). 

117. On the destruction of Thebes, 

see hxx.Anah 1.9.9; Diod. Sic. 17.8-14; 
Just. E fit. 11.24; Plut. Alex. 11. 

118. The restoration of Thebes 
under Cassander is recorded by Diod. 
Sic. 19.53, Paus. 9.7.1, and IG VII 
2439, on which see Holleaux 1938. The 
restoration, and the eventual return of 
Thebes to the Boiotian League, which 
epigraphic sources confirm was delayed 
for nearly three decades, has recently 
been discussed by Knoepfler (2001). 
The question of Boiotian territorial 
divisions specifically during the period 
of the Third Boiotian League (338-171 
b.c.) is addressed by Roesch (1965, 
pp. 46-73), whose reliance on Strabo is 
manifest. Roesch recognizes, however, 
that each territory and city deserves a 
detailed study taking into account all 
available evidence (p. 48, n. 3). 

119. Corsten 1999, pp. 27-60 (for 
the Boiotian League) and esp. p. 44 
(for a map of the region during the 
3rd century b.c.). Corsten argues that 
Boiotia in the 3rd century was divided 
into seven federal districts. Schoinos 
and Peteon appear to lie in the district 
whose major settlements included Ha- 
liartos, Akraiphia, Anthedon, Halai, 
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If the Akraiphians did in fact gain possession of some or all of this 

territory, then Akraiphia and Anthedon may have shared a common border 
in the 3rd century b.c. There is no evidence to suggest that Akraiphian 
control extended as far as Anthedon itself - indeed, it is clear that An- 
thedon, having gained its independence from Thebes in the 4th century, 
remained an independent member of the League for much of the follow- 

ing century120 - but that does not preclude the possibility of some other 
kind of relationship between the two cities. It is tempting to see a parallel 
between Anthedon and the Cretan city of Stalai, which was allowed by 
its stronger neighbor Praisos to maintain its independence, but was forced 
to hand over half of the revenues accruing from its 10% duty on fish.121 

Similarly, given the increased importance of the reorganized Ptoia in the 
late 3rd century b.c., one might suggest an analogy between Akraiphia 
and other cities that controlled important sanctuaries, each affiliated with 
a corresponding "sacred harbor."122 Whatever the details of the relation- 

ship, it seems likely that the alphabetized list of marine fish names in the 

Akraiphian decree, like the fish themselves on sale in the city's regulated 
fish market, originated in Anthedon. 

ACROPHONIC NUMERALS, FISH PRICES, AND 
REGULATION OF SALES 

If the alphabetized list did indeed originate in a customhouse at Anthedon, 
it cannot be taken as a reliable indicator of the number and variety of species 
actually sold in the fish market at Akraiphia. Many of the species listed may 
have appeared more frequently on the docks or in the wholesale market at 
Anthedon than in inland retail markets. Nevertheless, the prices recorded 
in the inscription, which must have been determined by Akraiphian officials 

and Boumeliteia. Knoepfler (2002, 
pp. 146-147 and p. 155, fig. 7), while 
accepting Corsten's theory in its broad 
outline, redraws Corsten's map to once 
again place these settlements under 
Theban control. Scholarly reluctance to 
assign any of this territory to a district 
other than Thebes may be due not only 
to Strabo but to Herakleides' descrip- 
tion of Anthedon as small and its in- 
habitants as essentially landless (see, 
e.g., Gullath 1982, pp. 77-82). This 
reasoning, however, ignores a second 
possibility: that Akraiphia, not Anthe- 
don, controlled much of this area. 

120. A number of Anthedonian 
citizens served as federal magistrates: 
ApioTOK^eîç AyaaiTioç (IG VII 2723, 
line 4) and ApvoK^eíç Avioxiöao 
(IG VII 3207, line 8) sat on the council 
of ephedriatesy the former ca. 285 b.c. 
and the latter perhaps between 240 

and 230 b.c.; see Knoepfler 1986, 
p. 606; Etienne and Knoepfler 1976, 
pp. 294-295; Etienne and Roesch 
1978, pp. 365-366, 373-374. Knoepfler 
(1986, pp. 606-608) proposes that the 
IIoTiôaïxoç KocMvGco AvGaôóvioç who 
appears in a federal decree from the 
Amphiareion (SEGl 115) should be 
identified with the I1otiÔ(xï%oç who 
served as archon of the League in the 
220s; if so, it would imply that he and 
other Anthedonians probably served in 
a number of lesser offices as well. 

121. A decree issued by Praisos, 
apparently precipitated by a conflict 
with Stalai, includes the following 
stipulation (Chaniotis 1996, no. 64 
[= Syll? 524], lines 4-8): etcì toîcôe 
eÔcomv npocíoioi Xtocaítociç tocv %lcppocv 
Kai tocv nokw Kai váoouç xàç Kai vuv 
8%ovI[ti K]ai èXÀ,iU£víoi> Kai Tiopcpúpaç 
Kai í^Gúcov ôeml[xa]ç, toútcov rcávicov 

to tÍuigoov, íx0')co(x jLièv Ka6árc£l[p K]ai 
rcpÓTEpov ("On the following condi- 
tions, the Praisians gave to the citizens 
of Stalai the land, the city, and islands 
that they now hold, and, of the [stan- 
dard] customs duty and the tithe on 
murex and fish, of all of these [the Prai- 
sians give] half, with respect to that on 
fish just as previously"). Similarly, 
according to Strabo (13.3.6 [C 633]), 
Aeolic Kyme had at a much earlier date 
and for unspecified reasons ceded its 
right to collect customs duties. 

122. See, e.g., Robert's discussion 
(1960, pp. 197-200) of Athenian 
attempts to appropriate revenues from 
the iepòç Xiut|v of the Amphiareion. 
Roesch (1965, p. 165) suggests a similar 
relationship between Thespiai and the 
port of Kreusis, which the city seems to 
have controlled continuously. 
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themselves, still offer valuable evidence for the cost of fish at Akraiphia 
and in Hellenistic Greece generally. Most of the discussion prompted by 
Vatirís publication of the inscription has been concerned with these prices, 
either with their relative values compared to other commodities, or with 
their actual values in local currency. 

Discussions of actual values require an understanding of the acrophonic 
numeral system employed at Akraiphia, for which this inscription offers 
the only evidence.123 The system uses four symbols in descending order: 
I, H, TI, and X. Three of these are easily construed: the first is an oboi, the 
second a hemi-obol, and the last a chalk, which, in Boiotian currency, is 
one twelfth of an oboi. Comparison with other acrophonic systems sug- 
gests that TT should stand for rcévce and represent five chalks. That inter- 
pretation, however, would introduce apparent redundancies into the values 
expressed in the inscription, a fact that has led scholars, beginning already 
with Feyel, to suggest alternative solutions. The most plausible of these 
is the proposal of Joshua Sosin, who suggests that Tí stands for rcércapeç, 
Boiotian for "four," here indicating four chalks.124 Sosin's solution has the 
advantage of introducing superfluities at only two points in Vatin s text. 
One of these (in line B.8) is based on a false reading by Vatin; the other 
(in line A.i.19) could well be the product of a similar error, although I 
was unable to examine block A and therefore cannot confirm or correct 
the reading.125 To the points made by Sosin one might add that under his 
system the value of HJTX, by far the most common price recorded in the 
inscription, would be not one oboi and six chalks, but 1 1 chalks. That price, 
one chalk short of an oboi, might suggest an attempt to keep prices below 
a psychologically significant barrier. 

Although the correct interpretation of the prices listed in the inscrip- 
tion may appear to be a trivial issue, it has important consequences. As 
Gallant writes in the crowning argument of his attack on Rostovtzeff, "The 
final link of the orthodox chain of argumentation can now be confronted: 
was fish cheap?"126 On the basis of the inscription from Akraiphia, he 
answers in the negative. Alleging that fish "was expensive, on average thir- 
teen times more expensive than wheat," he concludes that for the Greeks 
it would have remained a luxury item, eaten only on special occasions by 
a privileged few.127 Others have followed suit. David Schaps, for example, 
uses the prices of fish at Akraiphia to conclude that "there was nothing 
intrinsically inflationary about the dialogue of Attic comedy,"128 while 
James Davidson cites both Gallant and Schaps in support of his assertion 
that "a dinner-party with fish-dishes served to several guests . . . would be 
out of the question for any but the most wealthy. A bottle of champagne, 
perhaps, proves a useful modern parallel."129 

These claims rest on thin evidence. Gallant arrives at his ratio of 
13:1 by comparing the prices offish with the price of wheat as recorded 
in an inscription of the 2nd century b.c. from Chaironeia.130 The ratio, 
however, is not based simply on the prices charged for standard measures 
(for example, the price of a mina offish vs. the price of a choinix of wheat), 
but rather on a calculation of the total caloric content per drachma. A 
number of scholars have justly criticized this method, noting that it equates 
the absolute value offish, a food low in energy but high in nutrients, with 
its caloric content, while ignoring altogether its considerable cultural 

123. See Feyel 1936, pp. 32-33; 
Tod 1936-1937, p. 245 [= 1979, p. 71]; 
Vatin 1971, pp. 102, 104; Schaps 1987; 
Sosin 2004. 

124. Sosin 2004. 
125. Vatins inXX in Une B.8 is 

impossible; there is no evidence of a 
second chi on the stone (nor does Feyel 
record any), and he has missed the 
ligature in HTL In line A.i.19 Vatin 
gives nXX. Following Sosin this would 
denote six chalks, for which we would 
expect instead H, a half-obol. Sosin 
(2004, p. 195) suggests that correct 
reading may be HXX. 

126. Gallant 1985, p. 39. 
127. Gallant 1985, p. 40. 
128. Schaps 1988, pp. 69-70. On 

price inflation in comedy, see Finley 
1952, p. 267, n. 29. As Schaps con- 
cedes, many of the prices in Attic 
comedy are obviously exaggerated for 
humorous effect. Still, even the prices 
he takes to be "real" find little or no 
support in the Akraiphian decree. 

129. Davidson 1997, p. 187. 
130. The inscription was published 

by Feyel (1942b, p. 80, no. 3), who 
arrived at a figure of 3.5 drachmas per 
medimnos (pp. 84-85). The text, how- 
ever, actually records the price of grain 
purchased by KÓqnvoç (lines 6, 8-10), 
a measure whose volume cannot be 
determined with any certainty. 
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value.131 Still, no one has challenged Gallant's argument on its own terms 
or pointed out that his data are fundamentally flawed. 

In calculating the price offish, Gallant relies exclusively on the decree 
from Akraiphia and the readings provided by Vatin.132 The prices of only 
a dozen fish are used, and for eight of these the price recorded by Vatin is 
inX. But Vatirís reconstruction of the Akraiphian numeral system is, of all 
those proposed, the least likely, because he ignores the ligature in the most 
common price, HJTX, reading it instead as I11X, which he interprets as one 
oboi and six chalks. There is no parallel for the inscription of the letters 
III in ligature, and the sum of one oboi and six chalks could more easily 
have been written as IH.133 Simply restoring the ligatures has the effect of 

decreasing the most common price by six chalks. Sosin's interpretation of 
the sign TT reduces the price by an additional chalk. It follows that in eight 
of 12 instances, or two-thirds of his entire sample, Gallant has overestimated 
the price offish by 65%.134 

Moreover, Gallant s ratio assumes too light a value for the mina used 
at Akraiphia. Citing work on Boiotian coinage, Gallant concludes that the 
official weights (otoctGuí^ç] Ko[0]ocpoîç,line A.i.7) employed by Akraiphian 
fishmongers would have been calibrated on a coin standard of ca. 430 g.135 
Coin standards and retail weights need not be the same, however, and an 

Aiginetan mina equal to ca. 630 g is far more likely, as Feyel and others 
had already noted.136 In Athens too during this period it appears that a JlIvoc 
é|i7iopiKT| equivalent to 138 drachmas, or ca. 600 g, was the standard.137 In 

assuming a mina of 430 g, Gallant appears to have overestimated the cost 
offish by an additional 40% or more. 

Yet another weakness in Gallant s calculation is his assumption that 
the prices preserved in the inscription are average prices. He maybe right, 
but in my view it is much more likely that they represent maximum prices, 
and that nothing prevented fishmongers from selling their wares at a lower 

price if they chose to do so. As ancient sources attest and modern com- 

parative evidence confirms, fish prices tend to fluctuate widely in response 
to seasonal changes in supply, and even over the course of a single day.138 
Fresh fish is unlike most other commodities in that an unpredictable supply 

131. See Powell 1996, pp. 14-15 
("his strictly caloric interpretation of 
food resources is somewhat simplistic"); 
Rose 2000, p. 517 ("misleading"); 
Bekker-Nielsen 2002a, p. 32 ("absurd"); 
Wilkins 2005, p. 22 ("misconceived"). 

132. Gallant 1985, pp. 39-41, 
figs. 6, 7. 

133. Vatin (1971, p. 102) notes that 
ligatures in the group HTIX occur fre- 
quently, but in his text and apparatus 
he records only II1X. Based on Vatin s 
treatment of these numbers on block B, 
I have taken the liberty of restoring 
ligatures in lines A.i.39, A.ii.7, and 
A.ii.22 as well, even though I have not 
been able to examine the stone. There 
is no reason to expect any of these 
species to fetch a higher price than 

11 chalks. (The reading IT7X without 
a ligature does occur once on block B, 
line B.32. Given the extremely worn 
surface of the stone, all traces of the 
ligature may have been effaced, or this 
may be an error of omission by the 
stonecutter. On the other hand, the fish 
in this case is a noted delicacy, eel, for 
which a price of one oboi and five 
chalks is not unimaginable. Also, the 
combination of eta and pi appears to 
have been inscribed once without 
ligature, at A.ii.21.). 

134. It will be apparent that other 
studies relying on the prices given by 
Vatin or Gallant are equally unreliable: 
see, e.g., most recently, Mylona 2008, 
pp. 104-105, table 9.1; Collin-Bouffier 
2008, pp. 101-103, and appendixes 2 

and 3, pp. 117-120. 
135. Gallant 1985, p. 39. 
136. Feyel 1936, p. 31; see also 

Schaps 1988, p. 67. Feyel (1936, 
pp. 32-33, citing Hultsch 1882, p. 543) 
also considered the possibility of a 
Boiotian mina equivalent to 2.5 Roman 
pounds, or roughly 819 g. On the basis 
of a "Theban" mina mentioned by a 
single 4th-century a.d. source (Epipha- 
nios, De mensuris et ponderibus 314), 
Hultsch had concluded that the Boio- 
tians preserved the use of this ancient 
unit of measure. Feyel (1936, p. 32, 
n. 2) is rightly skeptical of the authority 
of Epiphanios. 

137. See /GIP 1013. 
138. On the daily volatility offish 

prices, see Reger 2003, p. 175, n. 28. 
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is combined with a remarkably short shelf life. Fish that are beginning to 
turn must be sold promptly, and those that are well on the road to rotten 
can be had for steep discounts, as can the leftover scraps of the larger fish 
sold in cuts: in antiquity, the head of a tuna might have made a fine soup 
but it would not have cost the same as a tuna steak.139 

This is the reality that underlies a passage by the comic poet Alexis 
(fr. 130 K-A; Athen. 6.226a-b), in which an Athenian named Aristonikos 
proposes a law to regulate fish sales: 

o') yeyove Kpeíxxcov vouo0éxr|ç xoû nXovaíov 
ApioTovÍKoi). t TÍ0r|Gi yòcp vüvl vójiov, 
XCOV ix&UOTCCOÄXOV OGTIÇ CXV KtoX&V XlVl 

íx6')v imoTiurioccç árcoôcox' ètaixxovoç 
rjç eine Tijufjç, eíç xò ôeojicoxripiov 
eúBuç á7iáyea0ai xoöxov, iva ôeôoiKÓxeç 
xíiç à^íaç àyocTicòcnv, ti xfjç èorcépaç 
aanpoòq arcavxaç àrco(pépcoatv oïmôe. 
KÓcvxccuGa Kai ypaîç Kai yépcov Kai rcaiÔíov 
7cejjxp8eiç anavieq àyopácovGi Kaxà xpórcov. 

Has there ever been a better lawgiver than wealthy Aristonikos? 
He has just now proposed a law that, if any one of the fishmongers, 
having stated the price of his fish, should then sell his fish for less 
than the price he stated, he shall immediately be led off to prison, 
so that the fishmongers, properly frightened, will be content with 
fair value or else carry all their fish home rotten in the evening. 
Thus the old woman and the grandpa and the mere child sent to 
market will all in good order purchase fish. 

Earlier scholars have often assumed that the law proposed by Aristonikos 
in this passage is a comic fiction, and Becker140 suggested that it was a 
parody of Plato, echoing Leg. 11.917b-c: 

ó TtooÀxov óxiofiv év àyopa ur|ôércox£ 8Ú0 eínr' xiuàç cov av n(úX% 
ànXr'v ôè drccov, âv [ir' xx>yxávr' xamrjç, àrcocpépcov ópGcoç av 
àrcocpépoi nakiv, Kai xaúxrjç xfjç íijuipaç jnfj xijuriari rcÀiovoç ur|Ôè 
èÀ,áxxovoç. 

Whoever sells anything in the agora will not name two prices for 
the goods he sells, but he will name a single price and if he does not 
obtain it he will promptly be allowed to take back his wares, and on 
that same day he will not name another price whether more or less. 

There are good grounds for rejecting Becker s proposal, however, and the 
Aristonikos mentioned by Alexis is best identified with a politician from 
Marathon known to have authored a number of other laws during the 
period 334-322 b.c.141 Moreover, Plato s law is only accidentally similar 
to the proposal of Aristonikos. Plato wished to eliminate bargaining, or 
haggling, a practice that, as an affront to truth, he seems to find inherently 
distasteful. Davidson suggests that Aristonikos had a similar purpose.142 
It is true that Aristonikos s law would, as a matter of course, prevent bar- 
gaining, but bargaining per se is not the law's primary concern. Rather it 

139. Athenaios (7.303a) quotes an 
apposite fragment of Alexis (fr. 159 
K-A): oiixoc rcpóiepov KecpaX^v el taxßoi 
Gúvvoi) / évójJiÇev éyxéÀeia Kal Gúvvaç 
8%eiv ("This guy, if he got hold of a 
tuna head, reckoned he had eels and 
tuna steaks"). Athenaios interprets the 
passage as praise of tuna heads, a 
reading that obviously misses the point. 

140. Becker 1878, p. 205. 
141. Becker's hypothesis was thor- 

oughly critiqued already by Höppener 
(1931, pp. 137-139), and more recently 
by Arnott (1996, pp. 363-364), who 
concludes that "we have no reason to 
doubt here an allusion to contemporary 
history, and the identification of Alexis' 
lawgiver with the politician Aristonicus 
of Marathon." On this Aristonikos 
see LGPNlly s.v., no. 4; Hansen 1983, 
p. 161. 

142. Davidson 1993, p. 56; 1997, 
pp. 189-190. 
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is that fish prices fluctuate wildly over the course of a day. Depending on 
the availability of a sufficient number of buyers, a fishmonger can demand 
an extravagant price, then gradually lower it as demand or the quality of 
his supply dwindles, and if anything is left near closing time he will dump 
it for the best price he can get. Under such conditions, only those willing 
to watch the market all day can get a reasonable deal, while the elderly 
and disabled or the child sent to purchase fish for the family have to pay 
whatever outrageous price momentarily prevails. 

This proposal must be considered together with another passage 
usually attributed to Alexis (fr. 131 K-A; Athen. 6.226b-c),143 in which 
Aristonikos appears again as the author of a different law aimed at the 
same problem: 

oi) yéyove jaeià Eótaovoc Kpemcov oúôè eîç 
ÄpioTovixm) vouoGéxriç- xá x' aXka yòcp 
v£vo|io0éxr|K8 noXXà mi tcocvxoîoc ôf|, 
voví X8 kouvÒv eÍGcpépei vóuov xivà 
%p1)G0')V, XÒ JLlíl TMùXeÎV KCcOíHUÍVOUÇ 8X1 

xo')ç i%Qx>onáXaq, ôià xéÀ,ot>ç 8' èaxr|KÓxaç- 
eíx' eiç vécoxá cpr|Gi ypá'|/£iv Kpeuocjiévo-oç, 
Kal Gôtxxov ocTcojiéiixi/ODai xoí)ç còvo-ujjÍvodç, 
arcò jirixavfiç iiqòXovvteç, coo7i£p oí 9eoí. 

No lawgiver since Solon has been greater than Aristonikos. He has 
introduced all sorts of other laws, and now he is introducing a new 
law, a golden one, that the fishmongers can no longer sell sitting 
down, but must stand up the whole time. And next year he says 
he'll propose they do it hanging suspended, and so send the pur- 
chasers away even more quickly, dealing from a machine like the 
gods [on the stage]. 

The passage is obviously a comic invention, but the proposal that fish- 
mongers not be allowed to sit down, absurd as it seems, is less certainly in- 
vented. If this is in fact a genuine proposal by Aristonikos (as that in the 
previous fragment is generally held to be), it can only have been motivated 
by the idea that a fishmonger who is forced to stand up will be more will- 
ing to unload his merchandise for a fair price as quickly as possible.144 The 

143. Athenaios quotes this frag- 
ment immediately after the fragment 
discussed above (fr. 130 K-A; in the 
epitome the order in which the frag- 
ments are given is reversed), which 
he attributes to a play titled "The 
Cooking- Pot" (Aeßric). The words 
with which he introduces the second 
fragment (kœ! TtpoeXGœv ôé (pr|Giv) 
suggest that the two form a single con- 
tinuous passage, but Meineke (1867, 
p. 97) is probably correct in arguing 
that the second quotation cannot be- 
long to the same play, since it intro- 

duces Aristonikos for a second time, 
and in nearly identical language. 
Meineke suggests that after fr. 130 
and before Kal 7ipo£^9à>v Ôé cprjoiv an 
additional fragment from a different 
play has fallen out of the text. Arnott 
(1996, p. 365) argues, less persuasively 
in my view, that the two fragments 
could in fact belong to the same play. 

144. That both measures are genu- 
ine was argued already by Höppener 
(1931, pp. 136-139). More recently, 
Arnott has suggested that the first 
(fr. 130) is probably authentic, but the 

second (fr. 131) "is a grotesque and 
extravagant fancy of the comic poet's, 
preparing the way for a rcapà rcpoaÔo- 
KÍav joke" (Arnott 1996, p. 381). This 
characterization perhaps exaggerates 
the absurdity of the proposal, which 
would prepare the way for the joke just 
as effectively if it were in fact genuine. 
On the possibility that the character- 
ization of Aristonikos as vouo6éxr|ç 
reflects the fact that he proposed his 
measures not in the assembly but as a 
member of a board of vouoGéiai, see 
Arnott 1996, pp. 377-378. 
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dilatory practices attributed to fishmongers in ancient sources seem to have 
been intended to get a better price.145 

The proposals attributed to Aristonikos seem to acknowledge that it 
was impractical for the state simply to fix fish prices. Indeed, they recognize 
and make allowances for the fact that the price offish will fluctuate from 
day to day, week to week, and season to season.146 As at Delos, where the 
regulation of wood and charcoal imports stopped short of simply pre- 
scribing a price, Greek lawmakers and market officials seem to have been 
willing to regulate sales, but hesitant, at least under most circumstances, 
to simply fix prices. 

A well-known imperial letter from Pergamon, probably of Hadrianic 
date, is frequently cited as evidence for the regular fixing of prices (OGIS 
484 [Oliver 1989, no. 84], lines 16-22): 

ÖGOC JJÌVTOI XCÛV XeUX&V Ò'|/apÌCOV GXa0|JXÛl 7ri7TpOCGKÓ|Ll£Va TIU&TOU 

ímò I xcov ayopavojicov, xoúxcov, kòcv nXeíovaq uvaç còvr|GCuvxaí 
xiveç, íípebev fijiew xr'v xijlltív aúxouç ÔiÔóvai rcpòç Kepuxx, coerce 
arc' oròxcov acoGlÇeooai xfji Trólei rryv £k xotj KoAXußoi) Tipóooôov. 
óuoícoç Kai éàv nXeíoiveç G')v6éu£voi àpyopcov ôr|vapícov ôó^cogiv 
fjyopaKevai eíxa Ôiailpcovxai, Kai xoúxouç Xektòv ÔiÔóvai xa^KÒv 
xcoi òxi/apiorcco^rii iva àvalcpéprixai érci xtív xpárceÇav. 

And regarding those small fish sold by weight and with prices fixed 
by the agoranomoi, even if individuals should purchase many minas 
of them, I deem it best that they pay the cost in bronze coin, so that 
the proceeds from the exchange are preserved for the city. Likewise, 
even if many individuals should get together in order to make a 
purchase in silver denarii and then divide it up, even they should pay 
the fishmonger in bronze coin in order that he may deposit it with 
the bank. 

In my view, this document ought to be interpreted far more narrowly. The 
necessary context is that merchants in the Pergamene agora were obliged 
to use approved bankers to exchange local bronze for silver denarii at a 
fixed rate of 18:1, one as more than the normal exchange rate for denarii 
to asses. The state, and its approved bankers, profited, not from the average 
citizen, but from the merchants who were forced to pay one additional as 
for every denarius when exchanging the bronze coin that they collected 
from customers. The system had apparently broken down when merchants 
began to exchange denarii directly, or to encourage transactions using only 
denariiy thereby bypassing the bankers, who in response apparently tried to 

charge one as every time a denarius was used in the market. The emperor 

145. Athenaios (6.224c-227b) col- 
lects passages illustrating the abuses 
of fishmongers, particularly at Athens. 
Among them is a fragment attributed 
to Amphis (fr. 30 K-A; Athen. 6.224e), 
which describes a seller who, when 
approached with an offer, "crouches in 
silence like Telephos . . . pretending 
to pay no attention or to not have 
heard, and pounds on an octopus" 

(ë'iCl)'|/£V C0a7t£p Tr|À£(pOÇ / TlpCOTOV GIG07CTÌ 

. . . / obaei f 7tpoaé%cûv ô' t oúôev oúÔ' 

aKTjKoœç / eKpouoe tcodMtcovv tiv', 
lines 6-10). Some scholars (e.g., Gau- 
thier 1977, pp. 204-205) nevertheless 
continue to suspect that all of the mea- 
sures Alexis attributes to Aristonikos 
are simply comic invention. 

146. The reality behind this assump- 
tion is evident in the first letter of Alki- 

phron, which describes a halcyon day 
following three days of winter storms 
that prevented the fishermen from 
launching their boats. When they finally 
return to the beach at Phaleron after a 
good catch, they find the dealers wait- 
ing, ready to buy everything except the 
undersized fish (tcov ^eTctoxepcov i%9')cov). 
The price of fresh fish no doubt in- 
creased during such periods of shortage. 
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then stepped in with this letter to clarify that only the bankers were to 

exchange denarii and only asses were to be used in the market. 
Of all the products sold in the market, only xòc ÀercTÒc ò'|/ápioc (line 

16) warrant special mention in the Pergamene document. Bresson fol- 
lows Oliver in translating the phrase as "fish sold retail," suggesting that 
at Pergamon fish prices were generally fixed.147 Anthony Macro similarly 
infers from this clause that "essential foodstuffs were priced by the agora- 
nomoi "14SThe language of the inscription, however, as well as its context, 
suggests that xà Xenxà ò'|/ápioc are the same fish called "little fish" by 
Athenaios (xcov Xznxâv í^Odôícov, 7.303a) and still referred to in similar 
terms in Greece today: the anchovy, sardine, and atherine, which remain 
for many the only affordable option.149 The larger varieties would have 
been sold whole or in cuts, making it difficult for groups of customers 
to go in together on exactly one denarius s worth of, say, gilthead; even 
if the price were fixed, the exact cost would not be known until the fish 
was placed on the scale. Customers could, however, and apparently did, 
purchase exactly one denarius 's worth of small fry. The wording implies 
that the price was rather low and that one denarius might purchase a fair 
quantity, which explains why these customers were going in together on 
a single purchase. The fishmongers might have encouraged this by pass- 
ing on the cost of exchange to customers paying in bronze, or perhaps 
by offering a marginally better price to customers willing to pay in silver 
denarii. 

In his letter addressing the problem, the emperor is careful to specify 
that all transactions, even those involving purchases worth exactly one 
denarius, must employ bronze currency. At the same time, however, he 
reiterates that bankers must exchange denarii into bronze coin at the rate of 
1:17 (lines 22-24). Even though the state is carefully protecting its interests 
(the value of the banking concession), consumers are also protected: the 
cost of exchange is to be borne solely by the fishmongers, with the fixed 
price for small fry ensuring that it is not passed on to those who can least 
afford it. There is no reason to suspect, on the basis of this inscription, 
that any fish other than these small fry were sold at a fixed price in the 
market at Pergamon. 

Another letter ascribed to Hadrian, usually interpreted in a narrow 
Eleusinian context and taken to imply a shortage of fish during the mys- 
teries, is probably more concerned with the larger problem of prices at 
Athens, which were apparently high enough that Eleusinian fishermen 
were choosing to sell their fish in Piraeus rather than in their home 
port.150 The emperors proposed solution, intended to increase supply and 
simultaneously lower costs by cutting out middlemen, again stops well 

147. Bresson 2000a, p. 175, n. 106; 
2008, p. 42. 

148. Macro 1976, p. 175. 
149. Oliver translates oxi/ocpiOTtcoXrii 

(line 22) as "salt fish dealer," but as 
Davidson (1997, p. 27) notes, by the 
2nd century a.d. the terms o'j/apov and 
ôvj/ápiov were "perfectly commonplace 
words for fish, not smoked, and not 

necessarily cooked." This is well illus- 
trated by a 2nd-century inscription 
from Tralles in which an illustrious 
citizen is honored for, among other 
things, donating 12 marble tables, 
together with their bases, ev xf' ov|/a- 
piol7tcóÀ£i(8i) ("in the fish market") 
(I.Tralleis 77, lines 18-21: àvaGévxa ôè 
8K Tcov I íÔícov mi tòcç év xf' ò'j/apiol7ccó- 

A,ei(8i) jiapuapívocç TparcélÇaç iß' aùv 
tocîç ßaaeaiv (i)ß')- Marble tables are 
easy to wash, provide good surfaces on 
which to cut, and are a common feature 
of ancient fish and meat markets. 

150. IG IP 1103; Oliver 1989, 
no. 77. See most recently Lytle 
2007a. 
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2ÇO EPHRAIM LYTLE 

short of attempting to fix prixes. At least in Athens it seems that emperor 
and agoranomoi alike recognized that fish prices could not simply be fixed 
without adversely affecting supply. 

The evidence discussed above suggests that the prices for fish recorded 
at Akraiphia (and in the similar inscription from Delphi) are not fixed 

prices, but maximum prices, intended, at least on the surface, to protect 
consumers from abuse during periods of shortage or increased demand. On 
occasion fishmongers would no doubt have been forced to sell at a discount, 
and it is possible that the species listed in the decree often sold for less, 
perhaps sometimes for considerably less, than the listed price. 

The issue of commercial middlemen, raised in Hadrians letter to 
Athens, suggests yet another way in which Gallant's use of the price data 
from Akraiphia may be problematic. The emperor clearly believed that the 
profits made by middlemen contributed to the high price offish in Ath- 
ens. At Akraiphia the problem would have been even more pronounced. 
The distance between Akraiphia and the port at Anthedon (ca. 20 km) 
may not have prevented a regular supply of fish from reaching the town, 
but the cost of overland transportation must have added markedly to the 
eventual sale price.151 If so, then the prices attested at Akraiphia may not 
be representative of those in other towns, especially near the coast. 

In short, a trip to the ancient fish market was probably much less costly 
than Gallant and the scholars who share his assumptions would have us 
believe. Precisely how expensive was it? For all of the reasons discussed above, 
I hesitate to extrapolate based on the prices recorded at Akraiphia. The aver- 

age maximum price in this inland town appears to have been approximately 
nine obols per local mina. As comparative data from the Adriatic and the 

Aegean demonstrate, however, the species listed with a price of 11 chalks 

{pesce nobile or pesce fino in 19th-century Adriatic markets) are typically 
captured in smaller volumes than those listed with lower prices. The lesser 

species {pesce ordinario or pesce populo in Adriatic markets) could usually be 

151. Reger (2003, p. 174) suggests 
that the "relatively low" prices recorded 
in the inscriptions from Delphi and 
Akraiphia "recognize the likelihood 
that fish offered for sale at these sites 
relatively far from the sea may have 
already suffered by the time they 
reached the market." This ignores basic 
economic realities: the only incentive 
for transporting fish between coastal 
and inland markets, and incurring the 
associated costs of transport, was an 
opportunity to make a profit: the in- 
creased cost of seafood in inland mar- 
kets is necessary if it is to arrive there 
at all. For an overview of the costs asso- 
ciated with land transport in antiquity, 
often cited as one of the most impor- 
tant restraints on economic growth, 
see Bresson 2007, pp. 86-91. Fresh sea- 
food could, however, be purchased in 
towns even farther from the coast than 

Akraiphia. Aristotle {Rh. 1365a25-26) 
quotes an epigram for an Olympic 
victor (occasionally attributed to Simo- 
nides [fr. 163 Bergk]): 7ipóa6e uèv àuxp' 
couoiaiv e%cov ipa%eiav acikXav / i%6uc 
è£ 'ApyoDç eiç Teyéav ëcpepov ("With 
the rough yoke on my shoulders I used 
to carry fish from Argos to Tegea"). 
The Arkadian fish trade is also attested 
in one of the inscribed iamata from 
Epidauros {IG IV2 1 123, lines 21-29). 
The text of this passage is extremely 
lacunose and has been read and re- 
stored in a number of different ways; 
see, e.g., the provisional text and appa- 
ratus prepared by R. Merkelbach, 
published in Dillen 1994, p. 260 (SEG 
XLII 293). It is clear, however, that it 
recounts the experience of a fishmonger 
who carried his merchandise from the 
coast to Tegea in order to sell it in the 
agora. 
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had for as little as half the price of the better varieties, and many would have 
been available in greater quantities.152 At Akraiphia the average cost of a 
mina of seafood was probably between half an oboi and nine chalks. 

Who at Akraiphia would have been able to pay these prices? No one 
has ever suggested that an unskilled laborer could afford to walk into the 
market and buy a tuna belly steak or a Boiotian eel, the two most expensive 
fish listed in the inscription.153 It is important to bear in mind Rostovtzeff s 
claim, ignored by Gallant, that "the poorer classes [were] almost entirely 
dependent for their opson on the cheaper qualities and especially on salted 
and dried fish."154 Yet these are precisely the products that are not adequately 
documented by the inscription from Akraiphia. Because of the poor state 
of preservation, no prices are preserved for the species that ancient sources 
and comparative evidence suggest would have been most affordable and 
available in the largest quantities, the íxOúÔia Xenxá, or small fry. Nor is 
there any entry at all for preserved fish.155 This omission is no accident: it 
is clear from the literary evidence that the sale of salted fish was a distinct 
trade, separate from that of fresh fish.156 Documentary evidence from the 

152. On the different classes offish 
sold in Adriatic markets, see Faber 
1883, pp. 141-143. In Akraiphia, the 
species accompanied by the most com- 
monly preserved price, 11 chalks, are 
generally the same species considered 
fino in Adriatic markets, such as gilt- 
head and red mullet. The prices listed 
for lesser species, like skate, generally 
hover around half an oboi. Recent 
Aegean catch data are collected by the 
Fishery Information, Data, and Sta- 
tistics Unit of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations 
(http://www.fao.org/fishery/statistics/en). 

153. Eel is accompanied by a price 
of one oboi, five chalks (lines B. 3 1-32), 
but HJTX (11 chalks) should perhaps be 
read for inX (see above, n. 133). Tuna is 
similarly costly (lines B.4-8), with the 
price of bluefin belly meat exceeding 
two obols and even the smaller varieties 
of tuna selling for more than an oboi. 
Not suprisingly, tuna and eel are the 
two delicacies most frequently lauded 
in the literary sources. They are occa- 
sionally cited together, as in, e.g., Ar. 
fr. 380 K-A: ot>K £y%eXx>v Boicoxiav, ov 
yÀaÛKOv, o')%i 0')woa) / ÚTcoyáaTpiov 
("neither a Boiotian eel, nor a glaukos, 
nor the belly meat of a tuna")- The 
speaker is perhaps referring specifically 
to varieties beyond the reach of the 
poor, as in Eriphos fr. 3 K-A (Athen. 
7.302.e): Tcrika yap oí névr'xeq oúk 
exovxeç àyopáooa / ')7royáaTpiov 9úvva- 
koç . . . ("These things the poor cannot 
afford: the belly meat of the tuna . . ."). 

154. Rostovtzeff 1941, vol. 2, 
p. 1177. Rostovtzeff 's portrait of the 
Hellenistic economy, and the role of 
fishing within it, is in fact far more 
nuanced than Gallant s caricature 
allows. In this respect it is hard not to 
agree that the primitive-modernist 
approach to these issues obscures more 
than it reveals: on this point see Sailer 
2002, pp. 255-256; Bresson 2007, p. 22. 

155. Curtis is in error in suggesting 
that salted fish is "included among sea 
fish listed in the inscription" (1991, 
p. 117, n. 24. The entries in B.4-7 do 
not "divide salted tunny [9o')vvÓk£itoç] 
into three categories" (p. 170); rather 
they distinguish between the choicest 
cut and the rest of the bluefin tuna 
(B.4-6) and smaller varieties of tuna 
(B.7). One could probably have pur- 
chased at Akraiphia opieuvoio Tpiycovoc, 
triangular pieces of salted bluefin 
shipped across the Ionian Sea to Greece 
in amphoras and mentioned in a frag- 
ment ascribed to Euthydemos {Suppl. 
Hell. 455, line 12), but for this, one 
would have visited a TccpixorccoÀriç, or 
salt-fish merchant, not the market 
where fresh fish were sold. 

156. Theophrastos {Char. 6.9) dis- 
tinguishes between the markets of 
fishmongers (xa ixQvonáXm) and of 
purveyors of salt-fish (xà xapixoncûXia). 
Aristophanes (Eg. 1245-1247) con- 
firms the distinction: when Kleon asks 
the sausage-seller, "But tell me this: 
were you selling your sausages in the 
agora or by the gates?", he receives the 

response, "By the gates, where salt-fish 
is sold" ('Etcì tocîç nvXaimv, o') to 
tápi%oç œviov). On the words o') to 
Totpixoç œviov the scholiast (1247a) 
elaborates: otcod to Tapixorccotaiov, ócvti 
toó) (moi) toc evxEkr' KtoXeîxai. This 
location would have been convenient 
for those living in the countryside, like 
the rustic described by Theophrastos 
(Char. 4.15), who asks everyone he 
meets on his way into town about the 
price of salt-fish, then announces that 
he plans to pick some up along the 
road. A designated market for salt-fish 
(TocpixÓTtcoÀiç), distinct from the agora, 
and presumably from the fish market 
as well, is similarly attested at Chios in 
a fragment attributed to the 4th-cen- 
tury b.c. sophist Theokritos of Chios 
(Gnomologium Vaticanum, no. 314 
Sternbach). The ancient sources pre- 
serve a host of terms for those involved 
in the salt-fish trade, of which the most 
common is Tapixorccotaiç. This typically 
denotes a retailer (Antiphanes fr. 126 
K-A [Athen. 3.120a]; Alexis fr. 15 K-A 
[Athen. 3.117e]; Lucian Tox. 4 and Vit. 
auct. 11; Plut. Mor. 631d; cf. the verb 
TotpixoTTCO^eco in Plato Chrm. 163b7 and 
Lucian Menippos 17), but it is also used 
to describe well-known Athenian 
importers (Tapixnyoí) such as Chaire- 
philos, whose services are said to have 
earned his sons citizenship (Alexis 
fr. 77 K-A [Athen. 3.119f];Timokles 
fr. 23 K-A [Athen. 8.339d]), and Phei- 
dippos (Alexis fr. 221 K-A [Athen. 
3.120a-b]). 
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Hellenistic period confirms the distinction, and Byzantine comparative 
evidence affords a number of suggestive parallels.157 Archaeological evidence 
too suggests that already by the 5th century b.c. at Corinth, as at Pompeii 
much later, the salt-fish trade was in the hands of merchants operating 
specialized shops.158 

In other words, the prices recorded at Akraiphia cannot be used as 
evidence that poorer Greeks could not afford fish, because the inscription 
gives little or no information about salted fish and the cheaper varieties of 
fresh fish. It is thus mistaken to conclude that dinner parties with fish dishes 
would have been out of the reach of all but the wealthiest citizens. In Attic 

comedy a passion for seafood is as likely to be expressed by tradesmen or 
small landholders as by wealthy aristocrats, and the evidence suggests that 

sympotic culture was by no means exclusive to the upper classes.159 This 

helps to explain the apparently widespread phenomenon of dining clubs, 
which must have served fish often.160 It is this demand for seafood even by 
those with restricted means that appears to lie behind another fragment 
of Diphilos preserved by Athenaios (fr. 31 K-A; Athen. 6.227e-228b), 
in which one of the speakers would have us believe that customers in the 
Corinthian fish market were required to pass a property test to ensure that 

they were not spending beyond their means. The speaker suggests that the 
law is intended to prevent crime, but he clearly betrays his true concern: 
such buyers are driving up the price of fish that traditional aristocrats 
consider an entitlement.161 

157. E.g., a sacred law from Kos 
specifies sacrifices to be made by those 
"holding the contract on incense mer- 
chants, beans, and salt-fish" (Sy¡¿.3 1000, 
line 15: toi ë%ovx£ç tocv covàv Xißavo- 
TtcoXav, ÒGTipícov, Tapeí%o[i>]).The 
editors agree that this refers to the 
owners of contracts to collect certain 
taxes. The law provides no evidence for 
the existence of a tax on either fish- 
mongers or fresh fish; rather, it stipu- 
lates that the fishmongers, as a class, 
are responsible for offering sacrifices 
(line 21: Gdóvtcoi ôè xa [toc t] lauta Kai 
(x)oi fiexaßoXoi xoi èv toîç ix(O)'UGiv), 
a fact that suggests the existence of a 
formal commercial association. (For 
such associations at Kos, see Waltzing 
1899, vol. 3, pp. 64-65.) Other inscrip- 
tions indicate that the sale of fresh and 
salted fish were separate trades and that 
the dealers were often subject to sepa- 
rate taxes and regulations: in a Hadri- 
anic inscription from Magnesia on the 
Maeander (I.Magnesia 116), for exam- 
ple, a tax is assessed on the sale of 
salt-fish (tapeixoTccoXiot) èicaxocrcri, line 
35); a separate tax (í^Ginicfiç, line 42) is 
evidently applied to fresh fish. The evi- 
dence from papyri (collected in Curtis 

1991, pp. 131-141) suggests a similar 
state of affairs in Graeco-Roman 
Egypt. The Book of the Eparchy a col- 
lection of regulations governing the 
activities of Byzantine commercial 
associations, specifies that dealers in 
fresh fish (i^Guorcpatai) sell their 
product only in the fish market under 
the supervision of 7ipOGTorcai; they were 
legally prohibited from dealing in 
smoked and salted fish, which was the 
privilege of general grocers (oa^Ôa- 
uápioi), who in turn were prohibited 
from selling fresh fish (13.1, 17.1-3; 
ed. Köder 1991). See further ODB, 
pp. 788-789, s.v. fishmonger, and 
p. 885, s.v. grocer (A. P. Kazhdan). 

158. See the convenient summaries 
of the evidence from Corinth and 
Pompeii in Curtis 1991, pp. 115 and 
90-96, respectively. At Corinth the 
so-called Punic Amphora Building 
seems to have been used by a salt-fish 
dealer in the middle of the 5th cen- 
tury b.c. Roughly 40% of the amphoras 
found in the building were of a Punic 
type, suggesting that much of the fish 
originated in Spain or Morocco; see 
Williams 1979, pp. 117-118, pl. 46; 
Koehler 1981, p. 450. The skin and 

scales of some of these fish, cut into 
rectangular pieces, have survived: exam- 
ples are on display in the Corinth Mu- 
seum (cf. Curtis 1991, pl. la). On the 
garum industry at Pompeii, see Etienne 
and Mayet 1998. 

159. See, e.g., Wilkins 1993; 2005, 
p. 22. 

160. The literary evidence suggests 
that fish routinely appeared on dining 
club menus: in Phoinikides fr. 5 K-A 
(Athen. 8.345e), a cook threatens to 
withhold fish from members of a club 
who have not paid their dues; in Alexis 
fr. 15 K-A (Athen. 3.117e), a club 
member, when asked to pay his share, 
demands an itemized account that 
includes fish. 

161. Lines 21-23: oùk ëaxiv i%6i)T)- 
pòv vnò öox> u£iataxß£iv. / cwn%aç 
fijicov eiç tôt A,á%ava ttjv nòXxv. rcepi 
Tcov aeAavcov jia%ó|i£0' eócntep 'IcOuíoiç. 
("Because of you it is not possible to 
purchase anything fishlike, but you have 
pushed our whole city into the vege- 
table market and we fight over celery 
as if at Isthmia!") The alleged link 
between the purchase offish and crime 
is also the subject of a fragment of 
Alexis (fr. 78 K-A; Athen. 6.227d-e). 
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FIGHTING OVER FISH? IDEOLOGY IN THE 
MARKETPLACE 

I have suggested that the prices recorded in the inscription from Akraiphia 
could have been intended in part to prevent price-gouging by fishmongers 
in periods of shortage or increased demand. Passages such as the fragment 
of Diphilos (fr. 31 K-A) just discussed, which can be interpreted as a reac- 
tion against competition in the fish market, indicate that these price limits 
should be understood within a broader cultural context. 

Vatin, citing the fragmentary but apparently similar measure from 
Delphi, argues that the Akraiphian decree was intended to prevent fishmon- 
gers from taking advantage of visitors to the Ptoia, which is consistent with 
the view that regulatory measures of this kind were primarily a phenomenon 
of religious sanctuaries and the poleis that controlled them.162 The inscription, 
however, does not mention the sanctuary or the Ptoia festival, which would 
have brought crowds to Akraiphia only for a week or two in late August. 
As even Vatin concedes, the sanctuary of Apollo Ptoios could never have 
attracted a stream of visitors comparable to those who visited Delphi.163 

A balanced assessment of the evidence, some of which has been pre- 
sented above, suggests instead that regulations on sale, including occasional 
attempts to control prices, were a normal feature of the civic economy. This 
point is stressed by Bresson in his republication of a lst-century b.c. price 
list from Piraeus.164 This document, which clearly has nothing to do with 
religious matters, establishes maximum prices for various secondary delica- 
cies traditionally sold by tripe butchers, but tellingly refrains from fixing 
a maximum price for beef or pork. It is aimed at the peripheral products, 
where the profiteering of butchers might reasonably be controlled. In this 
respect it is similar to the many ancient regulations that deal specifically 
with the sale of fish.165 For the most part, tackling the larger problem 

162. See Vatin 1971, p. 109; Gallant 
1985, p. 39; Wörrle 1988, p. 215, n. 84; 
Curtis 1991, p. 170; Davidson 1997, 
p. 187; Migeotte 1997. 

163. Vatin 1971, p. 109. Pausanias 
(9.23.6) gives the distance from Akrai- 
phia to the sanctuary of Apollo as 
15 stades, a fair estimate. 

164. Bresson 2000a, which includes 
a reconstruction of the text and a de- 
tailed discussion of its meaning, super- 
sedes the editto princeps, Steinhauer 
1994 (BullÉp 1995, 252), while incor- 
porating a number of valuable sugges- 
tions from Descat 1997. See also the 
minor clarifications in Bresson 2008, 
pp. 42-43. On the inscription from 
Akraiphia in particular, Bresson con- 
cludes (2000a, pp. 175-176, n. 110): 
"Rien n'oblige donc à considérer que le 
tarif des poissons ne s'appliquait que 
lors des Piota. Le parallèle qui en a été 
tiré pour la liste de Delphes tombe de la 

même manière. N'est-ce pas plutôt 
l'action des agoranomes d'Athènes et 
de Pergame qui peut fournir un paral- 
lèle au texte d'Akraiphia?" 

165. In addition to those discussed 
above, we might include in this cate- 
gory a law attested in a fragment of 
Xenarchos (fr. 7 K-A, lines 6-7; Athen. 
6.225c-d), which supposedly prevented 
fishmongers from watering their wares: 
éjiel yàp oròxoíç oúkex' eax' é^oDaía / 
paíveiv, aTieípritai Ôè xoíko xah vóucoi 
("Since it is not permitted for them to 
water [the fish]; indeed, this is prohib- 
ited by the law"). Most fish are between 
80% and 85% water by weight, and 
fishmongers no doubt wished to keep 
them wet in order to prevent their 
investment from evaporating. Davidson 
(1997, p. 198) suggests that the law 
is "likely fictitious ... the imagined 
consequence in all probability of some 
fantastic scenario, a water shortage 

caused by clouds on strike, perhaps." 
This is certainly possible, but perhaps 
the law was intended to prevent 
fishmongers from deceiving their 
customers about the freshness of their 
merchandise. A fragment of Antipha- 
nes remarks on the state in which many 
fish were sold (fr. 159 K-A, lines 1-7; 
Athen. 6.227e): oúk eoxiv oúÔèv 0r|píov 
xcòv ix6')cov / àx')%éox£pov • xah 'ir' yap 
àno%pr'v àjcoGaveiv / aùxoîç àXovGiv, 
eîxa Kax£Ôr|8£G|jivoiç / eùGùc xacpiìvai, 
7iapaôo6évx£ç ocGXioi / xoîç i^ovorccotaxic 
xoîç KocKcoç ànoXoviiévoiq / <xr|7iov0', 
ë'cotan K£Í|Li£voi 8Ú' fiuépaç / r' xp£iç. 
("No creature is more unfortunate than 
fish, for it is not sufficient for them 
once captured simply to die and then be 
straightaway eaten and buried. Instead 
they are given over as prizes to those 
damned fishmongers and they rot; 
already a day old, they sit there for two 
or three.") 
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of supply was beyond the power of agoranomoi, who focused instead on 

preventing "abuses" by retailers. Most often these measures stopped well 
short of establishing fixed prices. 

On the other hand, it is not entirely surprising to discover that more 

aggressive measures were occasionally tried, as seems to have been the 
case at Delphi and Akraiphia, or that a surprisingly high proportion of 
our attested ancient price measures are specifically concerned with fish. 
As Bresson notes, such measures were perhaps more likely to succeed 
when applied to a perishable product like seafood.166 Fishermen did not 

necessarily have the luxury of choosing markets. Not every variety offish 
was suitable for preserving, and the considerable investment in labor and 
raw materials required to preserve them ensured that, whenever possible, 
fish was marketed fresh. 

Bresson also suggests that, because of the low social status of fishermen 
and fishmongers, civic officials need not have held them in the same regard 
as producers and distributors of commodities such as grain. The issue of 
class is extremely important, and it may be relevant to the inscription from 

Akraiphia, although I suspect that it is considerably more complicated than 
a simple disparity of status between fisherman or fishmonger and civic of- 
ficials. The complexity of the issue has been demonstrated by Davidson, 
who explores some of the intricate and often competing ideologies that 
intersect with unusual frequency in ancient discussions offish.167 

Feyel viewed the inscription from Akraiphia as a concrete example 
of the demagoguery criticized by Polybios (20.6), who asserts that certain 

strategoi of the Boiotian League even took to providing disbursements to 
the poor.168 As I have argued above, however, it is unlikely, given its civic 
nature, that the Akraiphian decree was a product of federal demagoguery. 
Still, one might argue that these measures could have been motivated by a 
local demagogue catering to "poor" Akraiphians who were clamoring for 

cheaper fish. In support of this idea it is tempting to adduce another criti- 
cism offered by Polybios (20.6.5-6), that the Boiotians, having forgotten 
their formerly proud and austere character, chiefly spent their time and 
resources glutting themselves: 

xoúxoiç ô' TìKOÀot)0r|G£ Kai ëxepoç Çfj^oç oúk e')T')%f|ç. oi U£v yàp 
axeicvoi xàç oúoíaç ox> xoîç mxà yévoç eTuyevojiévoiç x£À,£')xa>vx£c 
ànéXeinov, ÖTtep r'v e6oç rcap' aúxoíç rcpoxepov, aXX9 dç e'>co%íaç 
Kai jiiéGaç SiexíGevxo Kai koivocç xoîç (pítanç è^oío-ov noXkoi ôè Kai 
xcov é%óvxcov yeveòcç àTcejiépiÇov xoîç <xdogixÍoiç xò kXeíov uépoç xfjç 
oúaíaç, cóaxe noXkovç eivai Boiooxcov oíç vnr'p%e ôeuwa xox> ur|vòç 
jctaíco xcov eíç xòv ur]va ôiaxexayuivcov Tjjiepcov. 

Attendant upon all of this was another unfortunate passion. Men 

dying childless were leaving their property not to their relatives, as 
was formerly customary among them, but bequeathing it for feasts 
and drinking and making it common property among friends. 
And many even of those with families left the larger share of their 

property to their dining clubs, so that there were many Boiotians for 
whom there were more feasts each month than days appointed to 
the month. 

166. Bresson 2000a, p. 177. 
167. Davidson 1997. 
168. Feyel 1936, p. 36. Folybios 

(20.6.2-4) singles out a certain Ophel- 
tas as the worst offender: ëvioi ôè tcòv 
GXpairiycov Kai juiaGoôoaíaç èrcoíovv 
£K TCOV KOIVCOV TOIÇ àttÓpOlÇ TCÛV CXvGpCO- 
7CCOV . . . 'OcpéA/caç, aieí xi rcpocemvocov 
o Korea tò rcapòv éôÓKei to')ç rcoXÀoùç 
cb(p£A,£Îv, ¿teta ôè icona rcávxaç ànoXeiv 

ElieXkzv óiioXoyoDjxévcoç. 
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Historians tend to argue over the veracity of Polybios s critique on its 
own terms.169 In my view, however, this diatribe is most interesting for 
its familiarity. The Boiotians have traded their former rugged simplicity 
and attendant values for fashionable tastes and the pursuit of pleasure. 
These are the usual clichés of the conservative social critic. The underly- 
ing concerns, however, are the same issues of class and ethics of monetary 
exchange that lie behind Aristotle's discussion of what he called f] kxt|tiktì 
XpeuocTiGTiKTi iéxvr|.170 

I do not mean to suggest that the dominant economic mode in 
Hellenistic Boiotia involved anything other than traditional agricultural 
production. As Aristotle's discussion makes clear, however, other means 
of generating, accumulating, and endowing wealth were increasing in 
importance already in the 4th century b.c., and the resulting cultural ten- 
sions are reflected in the reactionary biases found in a wide range of literary 
texts. Much of this economic activity involved market exchange, and while 
it may not have generated great affluence for any significant percentage 
of the population, it did give rise to a class of individuals who measured 
much of their property in movable wealth, including coin. Unconcerned 
by quaint notions about self-sufficiency (narrowly defined), they were 
happy to spend it. 

This relationship between trade and the demand for fresh fish is per- 
haps best illustrated by the accounts from Hellenistic Delos, where the 
revenues from a tithe on fish indicate that by the middle of the 3rd cen- 
tury b.c., the island's residents were consuming fresh fish in considerable 
quantities.171 Indeed, the accounts suggest a direct correlation between the 
increasing consumption of seafood and the island's growing population of 
resident foreigners.172 By the early 2nd century b.c., this vibrant dynamic 
of trade and consumption at Delos had even attracted the special attention 
of parasites, if we believe a fragment of the comic poet Kriton in which a 
parasite abandons Piraeus for greener Delian pastures, "having heard that 
this place alone possessed three ideal qualities for the parasite: a market 
rich in fish, a spendthrift throng, and the Delians, themselves parasites of 
Apollo."173 

169. On the treatment of Boiotian 
history by Polybios, see Feyel 1942a. 

170. Arist. Pol. 1256b40-41. On 
this passage and Aristotle's attitudes 
toward trade, see especially Bresson 
2000d. 

171. 1 treat this evidence in detail 
in Lytle, forthcoming. An account 
from 250 b.c. records revenues from 
an í%0il)cuv Ôeicárri of 1,850 drachmas 
(IG XL 2 287, line 9). In order to re- 
cover this sum plus the additional 5% 
surcharge on the value of the bid, and 
allowing for profit and the additional 
costs involved in collecting the duty, the 
tax farmer entrusted with the contract 
must have envisioned collecting duties 

on fish valued well in excess of 20,000 
drachmas. 

172. Revenues from a tithe assessed 
on rents appear in the accounts of 279 
(IG XI 2 161, line A.26), 274 (IG XI 2 
199, line A.16), and 250 b.c. (IG XI 2 
287, line 9). As Reger notes (1994, 
p. 256), even if Homolle's estimates 
of the precise number of resident for- 
eigners (1890, pp. 440-441) are unreli- 
able, the figures given in the accounts 
can be used to estimate the total num- 
ber of rented domiciles. Given that 
rents in the first half of the 3rd century 
appear to have remained remarkably 
stable, the increase in the amount of 
the tithe between the 270s and 250 b.c. 

suggests a corresponding increase of 
some 280% in the number of rented 
domiciles. It is presumably not a coin- 
cidence that the revenues recorded 
for the ')7ioxpÓ7iiov or íxBúcov ôem-rn 
(the two are probably identical: Ho- 
molle 1890, p. 442) increased by ap- 
proximately the same percentage over 
the same period. 

173. Fr. 3 K-A (Athen. 4.173b), 
lines 4-8: eiç AfjÀ,ov é^Geîv r'Qéhr'G' 
£K IleipaiCÛÇ / 7KXVTCÛV OCKOVCOV ÔIÓTI 

rcapaoÍTCui icmoç / outoç xpía uóvoç 
àyaOà K£KTfjo9ai ôoiceî, / eüovj/ov 
àyopáv, trcocvToôarcav oukowc' ò%Àov, / 
ocòtoUç napacixovq xox> Geou xoùç 
Ar'Xiovq. 
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Délos is in many respects unique, and while there is no evidence of 
conflict between merchants and citizens on the island, in other Hellenistic 
poleis commercial growth sometimes led to tensions, as Gary Reger has 
demonstrated.174 Reger highlights some of the issues using a passage of 
Aineias the Tactician (29.1-10), which describes the capture of a city after 
weapons hidden in the wares of merchants were smuggled into the hands 
of conspirators. The moral is clear: in the Hellenistic polis the merchant, 
whether citizen or foreigner, represented a potentially destabilizing force. 

Seafood occupied an especially problematic ideological space, in part 
because its consumption stood largely outside the aristocratic ideals of 
the self-sufficient oíkoç and the traditional economy of gift-exchange. Its 
purchase involved competition mediated not by class but by price, and in 
this competition an aristocrat had no inherent advantage over a resident 
foreigner or a cook buying on behalf of a dining club. In my view, the cul- 
tural tensions arising from the friction between these different economic 
modes and their associated ideologies lie at the heart of both Polybios's 
diatribe against the proliferation of dining clubs in Hellenistic Boiotia 
and Diphilos's humorous account of the Corinthian measures aimed at 
restricting access to the fish market. In Diphilos's Corinth, maintaining 
the rule of law is merely a pretext. Access to the market is said to be de- 

pendent on a test of means: "if a person has property, the proceeds from 
it should be sufficient to meet his obligations" (kocv jiièv oúoíocv £%ti / rjç 
ai TTpóaoôoi Xúo-uai xàvaXcouaTa, / éôcv ànoXavziv toîtov fióri xòv ßiov, 
fr. 31 K-A, lines 4-6; Athen. 6.227e-228b). But what, exactly, does this 
mean? How narrowly are "property" and "proceeds" to be defined? Who, in 
actual practice, would have been excluded from the marketplace by these 

property qualifications? 
After quoting the passage by Diphilos, Athenaios remarks (6.228b; 

fr. 2 K-A), "Sophilos, in his Androides, thinks the same practice ought to 
be adopted among the Athenians, suggesting that two or three fish-market 

inspectors be selected by the council" (to ôè e'0oç xorno Kai ÄÖr|vr|oiv eivai 
à^ioî IcíxpiÀoç év AvôpOKÀeî òxj/ovouodç à^iôv aipeía6ai vnò xfiç ßo')Ai|c 
St)' f' Kai xpeîç). There is no evidence to suggest that such timocratic 
measures were ever seriously considered at Athens, where the availability 
of goods in the market, and the right to compete freely for them, was 
often strongly identified with democratic ideology.175 On the other hand, 
the setting of maximum prices could always be justified as an attempt 
to protect the demos. When introduced into previously unregulated fish 
markets, however, such measures may have had less obvious consequences, 

174. Reger 2003, esp. pp. 165-171. 
175. In a fragment from Antipha- 

nes' comedy The Wealthy, the speaker, 
frustrated by the slim pickings avail- 
able on the fishmongers' tables, urges 
the state to protect the supply offish 
(fr. 188 K-A, lines 14-19; Athen. 
8.342-343a): xi oùv ocpe^oç xcov vr|cn- 
apxcòv; eGTi 8ti / vó|icoi Kai(XK?i£iaai 

toûto, rcap(X7io|Li7rriv Tioieîv / xcov í%9il>cov. 
vuvôi McxToov cruvr|p7caK£v / xoùç bX'- 
éaç, Kai (6r') Aioyerccov vn Aia / obiav- 
xaç ócva7ié7T£iKev cbç aútòv cpépeiv, / kou 
ôt||liotikÓv ye lomo ôpai Toiaûxa (pXcov. 
("Indeed, what good are the vnaiápxai? 
It ought to be possible to secure it by 
law, to make a convoy for the fish. For 
now Maton co-opts all the fishermen, 

and Diogeiton, by god, is bribing them 
all in order that he himself can bear it 
off, and it is simply not democratic, his 
devouring so much.") It is not merely 
the excessive consumption of Maton 
and Diogeiton that he rails against, but 
the fact that their actions subvert the 
fair and open functioning of the 
market. 
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including perhaps the need for rationing or other restrictions on sales.176 

Similarly, by controlling the incentive for profit among fishmongers, it 
is possible that such measures could have tilted the playing field back in 
favor of the well-connected: even at Athens we find some evidence for the 
continued existence of a parallel economy, offish circumventing the market 
and finding its way directly into the hands of aristocrats.177 

If we are to imagine an underlying social tension at Akraiphia, it is not 

likely to have been between the wealthy and the abject poor, who could never 
have afforded to spend what little bronze they had at the tripe-butcher or 
the fish market, and for whom fixed maximum prices, even reasonable ones, 
can have made little difference.178 The conflict is more likely to have been 
between traditional landed elites and those participating in and profiting 
from various forms of market exchange. In other words, demagoguery 
probably had little to do with this decree. In fact, we might reasonably ask 
whether the assembly had any meaningful role at all in formulating the 
document. Bresson is justifiably skeptical of the idea that the assembly 
took an active role in determining the prices; he suspects instead that the 
list was prepared by the market officials themselves.179 As noted above, 
one of these men, Hiarokleis, may also have served as polemarch, and he 

probably belonged to a prominent Akraiphian family. There is no reason 
to suspect that his colleagues, Aminias and Dikaios, would have had any 
particular affinities for "the poor" either. 

Rostovtzeff long ago remarked in passing that "[a]n interesting side- 

light is thrown on the economic conditions of Boiotia by a curious inscrip- 
tion from Acraephia."180 1 trust that by now the "wilderness" in the title of 
this article will be recognized as deliberately tongue-in-cheek. The pau- 
city of literary sources either from or about Boiotia, especially during the 
Hellenistic period, is an unfortunate reality. It is not in any way sugges- 
tive of Boiotian reality, however, which was deeply embedded in a host of 
connected regional and interregional social and economic contexts. I have 
attempted to illustrate some of the ways in which these contexts meet in 
a single document from Akraiphia, with the hope that it will now be seen 
as a great deal more than a mere sidelight on the economic conditions of 
Boiotia. 

176. It is tempting to imagine that 
some kind of price controls are behind 
an amusing story related by Strabo 
(14.2.21 [C 658]) about a poet at lasos 
whose audience listens in rapt attention 
until the moment the bell rings to an- 
nounce the opening of the fish market, 
at which point the theater is promptly 
abandoned. 

177. See, e.g., Antiphanes, fr. 188 

K-A (cited above, n. 175). In a letter of 
Alkiphron (1.9) the fisherman Aigia- 
leus writes to the parasite Struthion 
that he hopes to avoid "the sharp hand 
of the agoranomo? (xfjç rciKpaç tcov 
àyopavójicov . . . %eipóç). He asks Stru- 
thion to serve as his intermediary (ôiòt 
cou rcpo^évou) and introduce him to 
one of his wealthy aristocratic friends 
(tcov XaKKonXomwv, a phrase obviously 

recalling Kallias). In return for fresh 
fish he will receive not only cash but 
also "some consolation" (tiç 7capoc|JA)6ía) 
during the Dionysia and the Apaturia 
festivals, a clear allusion to the tradi- 
tional economy of gift exchange. 

178. Bresson 2000a, pp. 179-181. 
179. Bresson 2000a, p. 174, n. 103. 
180. Rostovtzeff 1941, vol. 3, 

p. 1369, n. 35. 
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